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Highlights

Mathematics and Science Instruction for Public School Eighth Graders1

Mathematics and Science Curricula

Twenty-nitx percent of American public school eighth graders reported attending an
algebra or other advanced mathematics class; 17 percent reported attemling a general
mathematics class as well as participating in an accelerated mathematics (enriched) ixogratn;
47 percent reported attendin* wily a general mathematics class; and 7 percent reported
attending some kind ci remedial class.

According to eighth-grade ftachers, students in general and remedial classes concentrated
on mcte elementary topics such as ratios/percents arK1 fractions, where their exposure to
more advanced topics was more broadly distributed. However, eighth-grade teachers
repcned that studznts in more advanced classes concentrated Fimarily on algelma, problem
solving, and integer twics, and their exposure to more elementary topics was low.

Ninety-six percent of eighth grtwiers reported attending a science class; among them, 22
percent reported being in science classes that had labcratories. Nearly 60 percent of eighth
graders were in science classes where their teachers reptxted that science experiments were
conducted once a week or more; 21 percent were in classes where experiments were
seldom conducted (kss than once a month).

The most prevalent topics taught in eighth graders' science classes were earth science (57
percent of the students had science teachers who wported teaching this as a major topic)
and weather/astronomy (55 percent). Other topics commonly covered were environmental
science (48 percent), chemistry (46 percent), and various physics or atomic theory topics
(41 percent).

There were large socioeconomic status (SES) and racial-ethnic differences in levels of
participation in various mathematics and science cunicula.

Blacks and Hispanics were almost twice as likely as white students to be in a
remedial mathematics class.

Low-SES students were more than twice as likely as high-SES students to be in a
remedial mathematics class.

Nearly 50 percent of high-SES students reported attending algebra or advanced
classes, compared with 28 percent of middle-SES students and only 15 percent of
low-SES students.

High-SES students were more likely than low-SES students to report conducting
experiments in science classes daily (19 percent versus 9 percent).

1A detailed examination of mathematics and science instruction was conducted for public school students
(about 87 percent of the NELS:88 eighth grackrs). The small sample size of private school students
precluded such a &tailed examination of instriction. However, comparisons were made between public and
private school students (see final section of Highlights).
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Student Achievement

While the direction of causality cannot be determined with the NELS:88 Base Year Survey,
one of the majw differences amcnig high- and low-achieving students in mathematics was
the class type attetxled. Students in algelxa or other advanced classes where algebra was
taught as a major topic had the highest mathematics achievement test scores. Students in
remedial classes cc those in classes where elementary subjects such as frmions wen taught
as a major twic had the lowest achievement test saxes.

Similarly, among eighth graders studying science, the frequency with which students
conducted scknce experiments was related to science achievement test sccces. Students
who were in classes that conducted experiments at least once a week had higher scores than
students who wear in classes in which experiments were conducted less than once per
month. In addition,

Students whose teachers had majored in mathematics (or math education)
performed significantly beim than those whose teachers had majored in education
only. This was not true for science.

Students who had the least experienced mathematics teachers (with 3 or fewer
years of experience) sawed lower than students whose teachers had 10 or more
years of experience.

Students who were assigned 3 to 4 hours of homework per week in mathematics
classes perfcfmed higher in mathematics achievement than students who were
assigmd less than 1 hour of homework per week.

Class Size and Time and Group Allocation

About 45 percent of eighth graders were in mathematics or science classes with 16
to 25 stucknts. Eleven percent and 6 percent, respectively, were in mathematics
and science classes that had fewer than 15 students.

About 60 percent of eighth-grade mathematics and science students' teachers
reported spending half or more of their classroom time in whole-group class
instruction.

Homework

About two-thirds of eighth graders were in mathematics or science classes where their
teachers assigned from 1 to less than 3 hours of homework per week (math: 65 percent;
science: 73 percent). Certain subgroups were less apt to receive large amounts of
homework.

Nearly 30 percent of students were in mathematics classes where 3 or more hours
of homework were assigned per week, compared with 16 percent of eighth graders
who were assigmd 3 or more hours of science homework.

About 6 percent of eighth graders were in mathematics classes where less than 1
hour of homework per week was assigned; 11 percent of eighth graders were in
science classes where less than 1 hour per week of homework was assigned.
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Stucktnts enrolled in remedial mathematics classes were twice as likely as students
in algebra or advanced classes to be assigned less than 1 hour of homework a
week (10 percent versus 4 percent).

Studer:: Attitudes

More than one-half of eighth grackrs looked fcawani to their classes in mathematics (57
percent) and science (62 percent). While nearly 90 percent of eighth graders thought that
mathematics was important to their future, only 70 percent felt that way about science.
However, some subgroup attitude differences wen seen.

About 21 percent of eighth graders were afraid to ask questions in mathematics
class, while 14 percent were afraid to do so in sciewe class.

While low-SES students tended to look forward to mathematics more than high-
SES students, they were more afraid to ask questions.

Teacher Qualifications .

While almost all (97 percent) of public school eighth graders' mathematics teachers
felt well to very well prepared to teach mathematics, only 70 percent of them had
majored or minored in mathematics (or math education) in college. Eighteen
percent had majored in education only, and 12 percent had majored in another
subject.

Eighty-four percent of public school students had science teachers who felt well to
very well prepared to teach science. Seventy-two percent of public school eighth
graders had science teachers who had majored or minored in science in college.
Fifteen percent had teachers who had majored in education only, and 13 percent
had majored in arother subject.

Nearly 70 percent of students had mathematics or science teachers with 10or more
years of teaching experience; less than 15 percent had mathematics or science
teachers with 3 or fewer years of experience.

Public and Private School Differences

In this report, differences between public schools and three types of private schools
(Catholic; private other religious; and private, nonreligious) were examined.

A greater percentage of private, nonreligious school students (58 percent) reported
attending algebra or advanced mathematics classes than public school students (29
percent).

A greater percentage of Catholic school students reported attending remedial
mathematics classes than students in all other school types.

Private nonreligious and private other religious school students tended to
participate in smaller mathematics and science classes (as reported by their
teachers) than public and Catholic school students.



A greater percentage of public school students had mathematics teachers who
reported majoring in mathematics (43 percent) for their bachelor's degree than dkl
Catholic sckel smiknts' teachers (18 percent). This pattern did not hold for the
percentage of scknce each= who had mOred in science.

vi
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Foreword

The National Education Longinzlinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) is the third in a series
of longitudinal studies sponsored by NCES; the first two are the Natimal Longitudinal
Study of the High School Class of 1972 (NLS-72), and High School and Beyond
(HS&B). Whereas NLS-72 and HS&B focused mainly on the educational, vocational, and
persceal ikvelopment of 10th and 12th gritle zesponzkats, NELS:88 is broader in scope. It
is being condmed in several waves: the first describes the experiences of the students as
8th graders; the seccni will trace them in the 10th !crack; and the third will follow them to
the 12th grade. Additiaial followups will come at 2-year intervals. The longitudinal design
of NELS:88 allows researchers to observe not only the critical transiticsi of stmlents from
middle cc junior high sclwol to high school, but also to identify early student, school, and
parental experimices that Fettnote sulent learning.

Teachers also participated in NELS:88. They were selected on a me-assigned basis in
two of four subject areasmathematics, science, English, and social studies
(history/government). Each school was randomly assigned to one of the following
combinations of curriculum areas: mathematics and English; mathematics and social
studies; science and English; or science and social studies. At any school, each sampled
student's current teacher(s) in each of the two designed subject areas was selected to
receive a teacher questionnaire. This selection procedure was designed to ensure
representation of mathematics, science, English, and social studies curricula in all schools.

This report profiles the mathematics and science instruction received by eighth
grazkrs in 1988. Data from both the student and the teacher surveys were used. The eacher
component of the NEI.,3:88 survey, however, does not constitute a nationally
representative sample of eighth grade teachers. NELS:88 teachers were not independently
selected and their inclusion in the sample &Tended upon their linkage to a student who was
selected for the survey. Therefore, in this study the student is the basic unit d' analysis: the
mathematics and science instruction characteristics were analyzed in relation to student-
teacher pairs. Approximately half of the students surveyed had a math teacher surveyed
(11,414), while the other half had a science teacher surveyed (10,868). Overall,
approximately 91 peirent of the students surveyed had either a math or science teacher
surveyed.

The NELS:88 Base Year Survey provides a wealth of information concerning 1988
eighth grade mathematics and science instruction. Using these data we have been able to
profile the experiences of eighth graders in their mathematics and science classes in relation
to curricula, classroom characteristics, achievement, teacher qualifications, and student
attitudes toward mathematics and science.

Paul Planchon, Associate Commissioner
Elementary/Secondaq Education Statistics Division

Jeffrey Owings, Branch Chief
Longitudinal & Household Studies Branch
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Chapter I

Introduction

Accmding to recent repcms examining international achievement in mathematics and
scieme, American students lag far behind their counterparts from cxher eountries.2 In a
recent assessment of educational progress, 13-year-olds from the United States, Carlota,
Iceland, Korea, the United Kingdom, and Spain were assessed in math and science
proficiency. Students in the United States placed in the lowest scoring group in
mathematics and in um second-to-lowest group in scklx:e.2

Researchers attribute low performance to various causes, including: 1) a low
emphasis on mathematics relative to reading; 2) the grouping of students by ability
(tracking) in U.S. schools; 3) a repetitive mathematics currkulum; 4) unequal opportunities
for students to learn mathematics; and 5) teacher beliefs and attitudes about learning
mathematics.3 Although individual factors such as stmlent aptitude and socioeconomic
status are still believed to account for a large proportion of the variation in explaining
achievement, it is possible that instructional variables are more immtant than previously
recognized.4

Recently, the condition of middle and junior hip school education has become a
topic of great interest to the gemral public. Because mrddle school students are preparing
for high school and determining which educational programs will be most useful to their
future, they are at a pivotal point in their lives. This is an especially critical time for eighth
graders because they must choose what type of mathematics curriculum they will pursue in
high school. If students are disinterested in school cx- are low WI:levers, they ate generally
assigned to remedial or basic level classes. As a result, these students are unlikely to be
prepared for advanced high school mathematics or science at an early age, and may be
tracked as individuals who will be ill-prepared to enter a technology-caiented work force.5

A major problem facing educators in the scientific community today is that quality
mathematics and science instniction is often less accessible to low-income and minority
students. In addition, a disturbing nationwide pattern is emerging: teachers who are less
experienced and less well prepared to teach in their field are instructing children from the
lowest academic and socioeconomic backgrounds. In short, higher ability children and
those from advantaged backgrounds are more likely than children of low ability and those
from disadvantaged backgrounds to have well-trained, experienced teachers.6

1Lapointe, A.. Mead, N. and Phillips, G., A World of Differences. Princeton. NJ, ETS, 1989.
21bu
3McKnight, C., Crosswhite, F., Dossey, J., Kifer, E., Swafion, J., Travers, K. and Cooney, T., The
Underachieving Curriculum. Champaign, 11., Stipes Publishing, 1987.
4Bropily, J. and Good, T., "Teacher Behavior and Student Achievement," in MR. Wiurock (ed), Handbook
0-Research on Teaching, (3rd ed), New York, McMillan, 1987.
5National Science Foundation, Women and Minorities in Science and Engineering, NSF 88-301,
Washington, D.C., 1988.
63 Oakes, Excellence and Equity: The Impact of Unequal Educational Opportunities, Santa Monica: The
Rand Corporation, 1990, and J. Oakes, Multiplying Inequalities, Santa Monica: Tim Rand Corporation,
1990.



Determining Teacher and Classroom Indicators

To improve student math and scieme performance, it is necessary first to define aixl
ckvelop reliable indicators of teaciam and classroom quality in order to assess the current
staft of mathematics and science education. In particular, both the quality of teaching and of
the teachers themselves are ccesidered to be important process indicators of current
classroom instruction. Stch process measures, whwh &scribe insnuctional practice and
the degree to which quality education is available to all snxients, can help researchers
investigate whether children fron disadvantaged families have the same cm:enmities to
learn important mathematical and scientific skills (such as higher-order thinking and
problem-solving skills) as more advantaged children. These process measures may also
help educators understand discrepancies in student performance:7

Some researchers argue that past studies on classroom processes have primlilitlz
focused on the "intended curriculum," such as the kinds of textbooks that have been
Consequently, they sugkrest that the "implemented curriculum"8which refers to how
teachers present the cumculum, teachers' beliefs and interests, and the context in which
instruction occurshas been ignored.

Both teacher and classroom variables are increasingly being recognized as equally
important determinants of student achievement as background factors such as
socioeconomic status. For example, in a recent metaanalysis of variables related to
learning, it was found that the quality and quantity of instmtion were roughly equal to
student characteristics and out-of-school contextual variables in explaining student
achievement levels.9 In particular, "time-on-task" (ccetent coverage or opportunity to learn)
was found to be the most frequently cited variable in the instructional arena. Similarly,
zsearchers argue that variables in the implemented curriculum are major factors in

exPlaining the relatively poor educational achievement of students in the United States as
compared with that of their counterparts in other countries.u) Thus, as the literature
suggests, monitoring changes in student exposure to quality cunicula seems to be of critical
importance from a policy perspective in determining whether or not our international
achievement standing is likely to improve in the future.

Experts do not always agree on defmitions of teaching quality, but some basic
indicators can be useful. In a recent sourcebook on educational indicators, the authors
maintain that teacher quality (the knowledge and skills of a teacher) is an important
predictor of teaching quality (such as topic coverage or time allocation).11 Moreover, this
review of the research showed that academic knowledge and preparation in a subject area
are related to student learning, particularly in mathematics and science.

7Travers, K. and McKnight, C., "Mathematics Achievement in U.S. Schools: Preliminary Findings from
the Second TEA Mathematics Study," Phi Delta kappan, February 1985,407-413.
8Cooney, J. and Dossey, 3., "Classroom Processes: The Linkage Between Intentions and Outcomes."
Champaign, IL, lEA occasional paper, 1983, ane Travers, K. and McKnight, C.. "Mathematics
Achievement in US SchoolE Preliminary Findings fmm the Second lEA Mathematics Study," Phi Delta
Kappan.Febnutry 1985. 407-413.
9Wang, M., Hamel, G., and Walberg, H.. "What Influences Learning? A Content Analysis of Review
Literature," Philadelphia, Temple University Center for Research in Human Development and Education.
1988.
10Cooney and Dessey, 1983, and Travers and McKnight, 1985.
11R3. Shavelson, L.M. McDonnell, and J. Oakes, eds.. Indicators for Monitoring Mathematics and
Science Education, Santa Monica, The Rand Corporation, 1989.
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Other research suggests that although various teackr preparation and qualification
measures have been examined for their relatkaiship to stolent learning, Earl studigt have
had equivocal results.12 There is some suppro for the idea that a teacher with better
subject-matter knowledge is, in fact, a better teacher.13 In sklitkm, knowledge of teaching
methods in a particular subject area is also cooidered to be an important measure of teacher
quality. For example, in one study, the number of credits a teacher had earned in
mathematics methods courses was found to be the most strongly related "teacher
reparation variable" to student perky/mm.14

Also of interest is the match between teacher assignment and preparation and
certification field, since it is considered undesirable to teach outside of one's specific
instructional area. However, one problem with using certification as a teacher quality
indicator is the fact that states vary in their requirements fcr cenificatioi. In addition,
almost all public school teachers are fully certified, and little association has been
demonstrated between certification status and student achievement.

Using the NELS:88 survey data, a numba of impotant teacher and classroon-level
characteristics can be used as indicators to examim tin instructional conditicsi of American
eighth-grade mathematics and science edixation. For example, the curriculum-level
measures included for mathematics instruction in this analysis are the class level (track)
reported by students and the intensity of exposure to algelna and other madmatics topics
reported by teachers. For science, the amount 41 exposure stuttnts had to scientific
experimentation and the intensity with which science topics were covered are examine&
The classroom-level characteristics that are analyzed here include class size and 1.* g
allocations; classroom resources, such as access to microconputers and calculators; dm
amount of homework assigrW. Finally, the teacher qualification that are reported include
teachers' highest level of education, baccalaureate majo, their self-assessment of how
prepared they are to teach tlwir respective classes, and the number of years of teaching
experience.

Purpose of This Report

This report presents selected teacher and classroom characteristics that help define
the condition of American eighth-grade mathematics and science instruction. Specifically,
the report I) presents a descriptive profile of mathematics and scieme instruction in eighth-
grade classes, 2) describes differences in the instructional conditions for various types of
students and different types of schools, and 3) relates instructional conditions to student
achievement.15 Using the measures of instructional quality presented, the following policy-
relevant questions are addressed:

What percentages of students are enrolled in various levels of mathematics courses
such as algebra or advanced courses, general courses, and remedial courses?

L. Darling-Hamm/zed and L Hudson, "Precollege Science and Mathematics Teachers: Supply, Demand
and Quality," ReWew of Educational Research, 16, 1990, 223-264.
13See Byrne, "Teacher Knowledge and Teacher Effectiveness," paper presented at the meeting of the
Nordrast Echicational Resauch Associatico, New York, 1983.
14Begle. E.. Critical Variables in Mathenunics Education, Washington D.C., Mathimatics Association of
America and NCTM, 1979.
15No causal relationship between instructional practices and student achievement is assumed due to the
cross-sectional nature of the NELS:88 base year survey.
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What are the Inajo opics coveted in mathematks and science classes, and how do
they differ for various types a stucknts (fix example, students from different

vels of socioecononic status ET remedial versus regular mathunatics students)?

What types of instnictkmal materials and equipment are available in mathematics
and science courses?

How often do students conduct science experiments, and what type of equipment
is available?

How qualified are eighth graders' mathematics and schmce ftachers?

Do students from different backgrourvis (that is, with varied socioeconomic and
nicial-ethnic characteristics) have equal access to quality teachers and instruction?

How does both the instniction received by students and teacher quality !elate to
mathematics and science achievement test scores?

Limitations of the Study

It is important to keep in mind that although the eighth-grade student sample is
nationally representative, the teacher component of NELS:88 does not constitute a
nationally representative sample of eighth-grade teachers. Using the stucknt as the basic
unit ci analysis, the mathematics and science instructional characteristics were analyzed in
relation to studentteacher pairs (see appendix A for discussion).

Overall, about 91 percent of the eighth gratin had either their mathematics or science
teacher surveyeti Approximately one-half of tiw students had their mathematics teacher
surveyed (11,414), while the other half had their science teacher surveyed (10,868). The
type of teachers (mathematics cr science) was selected on a random basis, so that students
in each of these samples should be rewesentadve of the total sample.

In addition, the NELS:88 data used Imre are fron the base year survey of an ongoing
longitudinal study, and, thus, are only cmss-sectkmal. Cross-tabulations were used to look
at differences, ami no causal inferences were drawn about the influence of instructional
characteristics on achievement. The relationships presented are bivariate association
umuljusted statistically for covariates. Thus, many of these associations may be relawd to a
third variable. Some of these possibilities are pointed out, however, others not discussed
may be present. All comparison cited in the text were made using Students' t tests.
Boiferroni adjustments for multiple comparisons were made where appropriate. (See
appetax A for a more detailed description of the procedure.) Unless otherwise indicated,
all comparisons are significant at the p5.05 level.

Format of the Report

This report contains four additional chapters. The next chapter (chapter 2) provides a
detailed description of fmdings for public school students and describes how stiglent
background, community type, and school environment are related to selected characteristks
of teachers and mathematics and science instruction.16 This chapter focuses on the

16This chapter focuses on public school students only. Because teacher qualifications and classroom
characteristics (the ximary focus of the study) can differ so mtwh between public and private schoobt, a
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influence of student characteristics such as socioeconomic status, raceethnicity, and

=tracking
on the type of insmmtion received.17 Chapter 3 compares findings for

in different types of schools (publk awl private). ampler 4 examines achievement
test scores and their relationship to various backgrouml varial*as. At the cmcluskm of the
report, a summary chapter (chapter 5) reviews dm major findings awl the policy
implications. Appendix A presents the 6 0 .t and technical notes, aol ." B
includes standard errors and sample sizes for the sures and tables presented :4 t
the rep=

The data presenwd in this repwt are from both the stucknt and teacher surveys. The
data were merged together making the student the unit of analysis. Sometims the data in
the tables or figures are stucknt-reported information and the soume of data reported for
these numbers is the student survey only. However, the majority ce the tables and figures
present teacher-reported data and the table or figure titles make this ckar. Since the student
is the unit of analysis and the teacher data wae merpd with the students', the soume of
data for these tables and figures is repwted as being from both the sturkat and teacher
surveys.

separate chapter comparing school types is included. In aiklition, the small sample sizes of private school
students makes it difficult to cki a detailed analysis for instruction received in these types of schools.
170Verall, eighth-grade males and femaks in 1988 differed little in the type aryl scope of mathematics and
science instruction they received. Therefcte, the fmdings are not presented by gen r.
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Chapter II

Detailed Findings for Public School Students

This chapter =amines public school mathematics and science instmticm in detaiL In
particular, it examines how student background, canmunity charactesistics, and school
envizonment are Mated to the ways in which students are taught mathematics and sciesice.
Comparismis are made for those cmnponents of mathematics and scknce instruction that
show the greatest overall variation, as well as for those that represem a broad spectrum of
teacher and classroom experiences. By investigating how mathematics and science
insmictimi differs for students of various backgrounds, one can determine whetlwr or not
access to certain types of mathematics and scieme programs varies for studaits with
different characteristics.

In this chapter, the relatimiship of students' socioecimmnic status and me-ethnicity
to various aspects of mathematics and science insmiction was examined. In addition, this
chapter investigates community attributes that might be associated with mathematics and
science instruction. Schools are characterized by geographic region (Northeast, North
Central, South, and West), community type (urban, suburban, or rural), and
socioeconomic status. School socioeconomic status (SES) is approximated by looking at
the percentage of students in the schools who received free lunches. The greater the
percentage of students receiving free lunches, the poorer the sclvol's population is
presumed to be.

Finally, by examining several questions that school administrators were asked in the
NELS:88 Base Year survey regarding the school climate, scb3ol environment is identified.
These questions were grouped into three areas, and composite scales were created that
represented 1) student problems, 2) teacher engagement, and 3) academic "press."

The student problems scale represents the degree to which administrators thought
issues such as student absenteeism, alcohol and drug use, student weapon use, physical ix
verbal abuse of students toward teachers, and student theft were problems. The teacher
engagement composite scale measures teacher morale and attitudes toward stionits. For
example, administratcws were asked whether there were =filets between teachers and
administrators in their schools, whether teachers had a negative anituck toward the studaits
or had difficulty mmivating them, and whether teacher morale was high. Finally, academic
press indicates-the intensity or competitiveness of the students toward their school work.
This composite is a scale that included such questions as wixther students placed a high
pricaity an learning, whether teachers encouraged students to do their best, whether
students were expected to do homework, and whetha they faced competition for grades. is

Mathematics and Science Curricula

This section profiles the types of mathematics and science classes eighth graders
attended, dm major topics that were taught, the average size of these classes, the number of
hours they met per week, how class time was allocated, the homework that was assigned,

181t should be remembered that these are school-level, not stucknt-level indkators. Thus, they are general
awibutes of the entire school and not just of math and science instruction. See appendix A for a more
detailed &scission.
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and what instructional resources were available (for example, availability of
microcomputers, access to calculators in mathematics classes, and access to scientific
equipment far science classes).

Class Types

Mathematics. The Natimal Survey of Practices and Trends conducted by the Johns
Hopkins University Center fir Research on Elementary and Middle Schools found that
about three-quarters of eighth graders were grouped by ability level in some or all of their
subjects. Mathematics was cimd as being tracked most often (88 percent), while science
was among the subjects least often grouped by ability (only 16 percent of all eighth
graders).19

NELS:88 students reported participating in different levels of classes that were
divided into four curricular areas: 1) participation in algebra or advanced classes
("algebniladvanced"); 2) participatice in general mathematics and algebra ("enriched");
3) participation in only general mathematics ("general"); and 4) participation in remedial
mathematics ("remedial").20

Table 2.1 illustrates how students were distributed in the four curricula by
socioeconomic status, raceethnicity, and mathematics achievement test quartile. A
substantial impaction (over 10 percent) of low-SES (bottom quartile), racial minority
(Hispanics, blacks, and American Indians), and low-ability (bottom quartile cognitive test)
eighth graders were participating in remedial programs. In particular, blacks and Hispanics
were almost twice as likely as white students to be in a remedial course. Low-SES students
were almost three times as likely as high-SES students to be in a remedial course.

Science. It is widely reported that teachers spend most of their instructional time in
science helping students learn and memorize facts rather than teaching them to think
scientifically. For example, in the National Survey of Practices and Trends, in the middle
grades most principals indicated that their typical science teachers taught basic facts every
day, but only about one-third reported that discussions of scientific methods are a regular
part of lessons.21

19.1. H. Braddock, "Tracking the Middle Gmcks: National Patterns of Gmuping for Instruction," Phi Delta
Kappan, Febniary 1990,445-449.
2ellese curricular areas were determined by students' responses to questions about their participation in
specific types of math classes. The categories presented are mutually exclusive and they are modeled on
those presented in the repcet by McKnight et al., The Underachieving Curricithan (1987). Students were
asked two separate questions about their math class= one question asked whetha they were participating in
an advanced or accelerated program and the oil= asked what type of class they attended weekly: (1)
algebra/advanced, (2) regular, ca. (3) remedial. Those students who answered they were attending a weekly
algebraladvimced class were Ina in the "algebra/advanced" category. Those who answered they attended a
weekly regular class and were in an accelerated pmgram were put in the "enriched" category; those who
attended a weekly regular class awl were not in an accelerated program were put in the "genentl" category,
and those who indicated they attended any remedial class were put into the "remedial" category. There is
evidence that Nokias overreport participation in algebra or ober advanced classes (see NCES report,
Kaufman et al., The Quality of Responses in NELS:88 Survey, September 1991). In addition, classification
into these four groups differs from the classification used in Prvfile of the American Eighth Grader, NCES,
1990 which does not include the "eruiched" category.
2111.1. Becker, "Curriculum and Instruction in Middle Grade Schools," Phi Delta Kappan, Februaly 1990,
450-57.
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Table 2.1-Percentage of 1988 public school eighth graders who rewted
attending different types of mathematics classes, by SES, race-
ethnidty, and mathematics test quartile

Algebra/
Advaroed Enriched General Remedial

Total* 29.0 17.1 47.1 6.9

Socioecenomic status
Low 15.2 25.5 49.1 10.2
Kid& 28.3 15.5 49.8 6.4
High 47.0 10.7 38.7 3.7

Race-ethnicity
Asian 43.5 19.1 30.5 7.0
Hispanic 18.2 19.5 50.9 11.3
Black 24.6 28.1 37.3 10.0
White 30.9 14.5 49.1 55
American Indian 14.1 26.3 44.5 15.1

Mathematics test quartile
Low 9.6 24.8 50.6 15.0
Kiddie 22.8 17.5 54.5 53
High 61.2 8.7 29.2 1.0

Far consistency, the students in this table are only those whose mathematics teachers were surveyed.
NM: Because of rounding arms, tows may not always add to 100 percent.

SOURCE U.S. Department of Ethtcation, National Center fa Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: :9, "Base Year Student* survey.

In the NELS:88 survey, almost all public school eighth graders (96 percent) repcned
attending science class, and among them, about 22 parent reported being in science classes
with a separate laboratory. One way of determining how much hands-on work science
teachers were giving to their students was to determine how often science experiments were
demonstrated ca. conducted in class and the amount and condition of laboratory equipment
available to students. Table 2.2 illustrates the varying exposure of eighth graders to
scientific experimentation and equipmeni Overall, a sizable pmportion of students had little
or no exposure to science experiments. For example, about 40 percent of public school
students had little exposure (no more than once a month) to scientific experimentation.
Almost one-half of students participated in classes where the teacher indicated that science
experiments were condixted about once a week (47 percent of public school stucknts).

About 18 parent of the students had teachers who reported that little to no equipment
was available, while 47 percent of the students were in classes where equipment was
available only fir groups of three or more.

The equipment that was available to students was reported to be in relatively good
condition: 58 percent of students had access to equipment in good to excellent condition as
reported by their teachers. About 31 percent of students attended classes where teachers
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reported the equipment to be in fair condition, and the remaining 11 percent attended
classes in which teachers reported the equipment to be in poor condition.

Table 2.2Percentage of 19811 public school eighth graders whose science
teachers reported varying exposure to laboratory
experimentation

Percent of Students

Nurnbes of science experiments conducted

Total 100.0

None or less thmi we per month 20.6
About one per month 20.4
About one per week 46.9
Almost every day 12.2

Amount of science equipawnt available

Total 100.0

Littk to none 17.5
Enough for groups of 1 or 2 stucknts to share 35.8
Enotgh for groups of 3 or more to share 46.6

Condition of science equipnent if available

Total 100.0

Poor 10.9
Fair 30.9
Goal to excellent 58.3

NOM: Because of rounding errors, categories may not always add to 100 percent.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Educatitni Statistics, Naticeal Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Stuckat and Teacher" surveys.

Group differences were apparent in levels of participation in science experiments
(table 2.3). For example, 41 percent of low-SES students were in science classes where
experiments were conducted once a week and 9 percent were in classes conducting daily
experiments, compared with 54 percent and 19 percent of high-SES students who
conducted science experiments at the same frequencies.



Table 2.3-Percentage of 1988 public school eighth graders in science
classes that conducted scientific experiments with varying
frequencies, by student background, community, and school
attributes

Numba of mien= everiments
None or
cone/mo

About About
one/mo one/week

About
onciday

Total 20.6 20.4 46.9 12.1

Socioeconomic status
Low 29.2 21.3 41.0 83
Waddle 20.4 21.7 46.9 11.0

High 11.6 16.2 53.5 18.7

Race-edmicity
Asian/Pacific Isl. 13.8 17.6 48.2 20.5
Hispanic 24.6 21.8 45.2 8.4
Black 23.2 24.1 43.3 9.5
White 19.7 20.0 47.4 12.9
American Indian/Alaskan Nat. 34.5 16.0 44.3 5.2

Community type
Utban 20.6 20.1 44.8 143
Suburban 17.0 16.3 52.7 14.1

Ruml 24.9 25.2 41.1 8.6

Percent free lunch
5 5 percent 12.1 10.7 60.0 17.2

6-20 percem 14.2 22.4 45.6 17.8

21-50 percent 24.c 22.9 44.1 8.0
> 50 percent 33.5 23.8 37.9 4.8

NOTE Because of rounding errms, TOWS may net always add to 100 percent.

SOURCE: U.S. Depanmem of Edwation, National Center for Education Statistics, National Educatim
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Stiakant and Teacher" smveys,

Among racial-ethnic groups, Asian students were more likely than Hispanic students
to be in science classes that conducted science experiments about once a day.22 Students in
schools with large free lunch programs-more than 50 percent receiving free lunches-
were more likely to be in science classes where experiments were conducted less than once
a month (about 34 percent) than were students who were in schools where less than 20
percent received free lunches (14 percent or fewer conducted experiments less than once a
month).

22While there amears to be a similarly large difference between Asian and black students, and an even larger
difference between Asian and American Indian/Alaskan Native students, the differences were not statistically

significant.
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Topic Coverage in Eighth-Grude Mathematics

In the Second International Mathematics Study, conducted in 1981-82, researchers
determined that the United States had a more diffuse and "arithmetic-driven" mathematics
curriculum than other countries, allocating relatively equal amounts of time to various
mathematics topics.23 Japan, on the other hand, had a more intensive curriculum focused
on algetaa in the niddle school years and cakulus in the secondary school years. Similar to
these results, findings from the NELS:88 survey -4 that the mathematics curricuhnn
in middle schools ccarsisted primarily of relatively survey-type courses, especially
for lower-achieving stucknts. Students who showed an aptitude for mathematics were often
given instruction in pre-algebra, algebra, or otlxir more mivanced subjects in the eighth
grade, while those who had not performed as well were more likely to have attended
classes where arithmetic and computations ekaninated instniction.

In the NELS:88 survey, mathematics teachers were asked to identify which areas of
mathematics were covered as major topics in their respective classes.24 These topics
included ratios and percents, problem solving, integers, fractions (common and ekcimal),
algebra, geometry, measurement, and probability and statistics (table 2.4).

Table 2.4--Percentage of 1988 public school eighth graders whose
mathematics teachers reported various subjects covered as major
topics

Total (fix each mutually exclusive topic) 100.0

Ratios and percents 78.1
Problem solving 72.7
WWI 69.3
Fractions (common and decimals) 67.7
Algebra 59.8
Geometry 50.7
Meastranern 36.9
Probability and statistics 19.8

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for EducationStatistics. National Edwation
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

More than two-thirds of public school eighth graders were in classes where fractions,
ratios and percents, problem solving, and integers were taught as major topics. These
classes were followed by algebri (60 percent), geometry (51 percent), measurement (37
percent), and probability and statistics (20 percent). Figure 2.1 illustrates the difference in
the intensity of the topics covered in the four curricular areas. Th6 figure suggests a
substantial differentiation of opportunity to learn mathematics within the curriculum.
According to teachers, algebra, problem solving, and topics related to integers dominated
the advanced curriculum and exposure to other subjects was relatively low. In contrast,

23(
. McKnight et al., 1987.

24Tlx choices offered for each subject were 1) major topic, 2) minor topic. 3) review tovic only, and 4) not
covered ta all.
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students in getwral and remeditl classes had ttackss who concentrated cm nue elementary
topics such as ratim/percents and fiutions, and the stwlents' exposure to other subjects
was more Ixtedly distributed.
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Figure 2.1Percentage of 1938 eighth whose teachers reported covering nrious natinsnatics subjects as major
topks, by type ci chss reported attending

Remedial

CLASS TYPE
Allows or
Kitimat!

Fractions Ratio/ Matson:mu 1n1egas Problem Geometry Al gebra Ptobabilityi
solving statisticspercents TOPIC

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. National Education Longiuidinal Study of 1
and Teacher" surveys.
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One way in which differences in the mathematics curriculum can be examimd is to
ascertain the extent to which teachers indicated that they taught algebra, one of the most
advanced mathematics topics, canpared with fractions, the most elementary topic. Use of
these two topics, representing extremes in the mathematics curriculum, clearly
demonstrates how students of varied backgrounds and communities differed in their
exposure to such topics.

Mme than any other aspect of mathematics and science instruction, socioeconomic
status was strongly associated with the types of mathematics topics covered in class. Only
49 percent of low-SES students were in mathematics classes where algebra was taught as a
major topic, compared with 75 percent of high-SES stidents (table 2.5). Exactly the
opposite pattern was seen for students in classes where the matior topic was fractions: 79
percent of low-SES students were in such classes, compared with 52 percent of high-SES
students.

Racialethnic group differences were also found in the NELS:88 survey. For
example, Asian and white students were far =re likely to be in mathenvitics classes where
algebra was a major topic than were black students (67 percent of Asian students and 62
percent of white students, compared with 49 percent of black students). Not surprisingly,
Asian and white students were also far less likely than black or Hispanic students to be in
classes where fractions were covered as a major topic (apiroximately 80 percent of black
and Hispanic students, compared with 55 percent of Asian students and 64 percent of white
students).

Table 2.5Percentage of 1988 public school ei;hth graders whose
mathematics teachers reported covering algebra or fractions as
major topics, by student background

Algebra Fractions

Total 62.0 64.3

Socioeconomic status
Low 49.3 79.2
Moderate 59.1 68.1
High 74.8 52.4

Race-tthnicity
Asian/Pacific Isl. 67.4 54.6
Hispanic 57.5 80.6
Black 48.5 80.4
White 62.3 63.8
American Indian/Alaskan Nat. 48.3 82.9

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 19 (NELS. '.:), "Base Year Student and Teacher" swveys.

Community and school attributes were also associated with the types of topics
covered in mathematics classes (table 2.6). Nearly 70 percent of students in the Northeast
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were in matImmatics classes where algebra was a major topic, compared with a little Imre
than one-half of the stucknts in the South awl in the West The , ,;te pattern was seen
for the teaching of fractions: 59 percent of the students in Northeast were in
mathematics classes with fractions taug,ht as a major topic, compared with more than 70
percent of the students in the South and m the West.

Table 2.6-Percentage of 1988 public school eighth graders whose
matimmatics teachers reported cot -wing algebra or fractions as
major topics, by community and school attributes

Algebra FraCiklin

Total 62.0 64.3

Region
Nonheast 69.4 59.2
North Central 64.3 64.0
South 54.4 73.2
West 53.5 71.3

Community type
Urban 54.9 73.8
Suburban 64.9 63.9
Rural 56.2 69.1

Percent free lunch
5 percent 72.1 58.8

6-20 percent 62.3 65.2
21-50 percent 52.5 69.6
> 50 percent 56.1 80.2

Student pmblans
Serious 53.7 72.9
Moderate 61.1 66.7
Low 65.4 62.7

Teacher engaganent
Low 58.2 69.0
Moderate 58.5 67.6
High 68.5 65.3

Acadanic press
Law 50.1 66.5
Moderate 63.4 70.3
High 63.0 63.5

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center fee Education Statistics, National Educmion
Longitudinal Study of 1 .:.: (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Suburban students, in general, had more exposure to algebra in their mathematics
classes than did urban or rural students. For example, 65 percent of suburban students
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were in mathematics classes where algebra was taught as a major topic, compared with 55
percent or urban stixlents and 56 percent of rural students.

There was some indication that students in schools with large free latch programs
(more than 50 percent receiving free lunches) studied algetwa as a major topic less than
those in schools with 5 percent or fewer students receiving free lunches. About 56 percent
of the students in schools with large free lunch wograms were in mathematks classes
where algebra was taught as a majce- topic, compared with more than 72 percent of tie
students in schools with few students receiving free lunclms (5 parent or less). At the
same time, approximately 80 percent of students in schools with the largest free lunch
programs were in mathematics classes where fractions wit a major topic, compared with
less than 60 percent in schools with few students receiving free lunches.

Topic Coverage in Science Classes

Eighth graders' science courses were generally classes that broadly covered many
topics. As shown in table 2.7, earth science and weather/asuonony wen taught as major
topics to more than 50 percent of public school ei*hth graders. From 40 percent to 50
percent of the students studied topics related to environmental science or oceanography,
chemistry, various physics subjects, and atomic them. Fewer than one-quarter of eighth
graders hal teachers who covered subjects related to science in society, human biology or
genetics, plants or animals, and personal health as major topics.

Table 2.7Percentage of 1988 public school eighth graders whose science
teachers reported covering various subjects as major topics

Total (for each mutually exclusive topic) 100.0

Earth science 57.2
Weather/astronomy 548
Envircomental science/oceanography 47.9
Chemistry 46.1
Various physics subjects* 413
Atomic awry 41.6
Science in society 21.8
Human biokigy/genetics 18.6

Plants/animals 1).7
Personal health 9.2

*Electricity, mechanics, and heat or optic&

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, Naticsial Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988, "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Class Size

More than one-half of public school eighth graders were in mathematics or science
classes with 25 or fewer students. Eleven percent and 6 percent, respectively, of students
were in math and science classes that had 15 or fewer students (tables 2.8a and 2.8b).
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Table 2.8a-Percentage of 1988 public school eighth graders whose
mathematics teachers reported classes of different sizes, by
student background characteristics and geographic region

Mathematics class size
1-15
Pils

16-25
Pu Pils

26-30
Pu Pils

More
than 30

Total 11.3 45.9 30.0 123

Socioeconomic status
Low 14.3 44.6 29.7 11.3
hfaldk 10.4 46.1 30.7 12.8
High 9.4 47.0 28.3 15.2

Race-ethnicity
Asian/Pacific Isl. 9.3 31.8 29.4 29.5
Hispanic 7.0 36.5 37.4 19.1
Black 13.6 40.1 27.8 18.5
Whim 11.3 49.1 29.3 103
American Indian/Alaskan Ns. 22.9 33.5 32.0 11.7

Regiim
Northeast 18.1 53.2 21.1 7.6
North Central 11.2 51.4 29.8 7.6
South 9.7 47.3 30.9 12.0
West 7.3 25.1 38.3 293

NOTE Because of maxim MOM rows may not always add to 100percent.

SOURCE U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Ntaional Educeron
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Stuttnt and Teacher" surveys.

An initially surprising result found in this study was that low-SES students were
more likely than high-SES students to be in the smallest mathematics classes (classes with
15 or fewer students): about 14 percent of low-SES students were in madwmatics classes
of this size, compared with 9 percent of high-SES students (table 2.8a). While the
difference was modest, it is statistically significant The overrepresentation of low-SES
students in the smallest mathematics classes may reflect a tendency on the part of
mathematics teachers to place lower-achieving students in small groups for remedial
instruction.25 The same pattern held for the size of science classes (table 2.8b).

23See L Anckrson and L. Pellicer, "Synthesis of Research on Compensatory and Remedial Education,"
Leadership, 1990, 10-15.
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Table 2.8b-Percentage of 1988 public school eighth graders whose twience
teachers reported classes of different sizes, by student
backgromnd characteristics and geographic region

5cjatce class size
1-15

puPils
16-25 26-30
PuPils

Moe
than 30

Total 5.6 45.3 36.3 12.8

Socioeconomic status
Low 7.7 46.7 32.9 12.7
Middle 5.3 44.6 37.9 12.1

High 3.8 45.1 36.6 14.5

Race-ethnicity
Asian/Pacific Isl. 5.7 36.7 33.9 23.7
Hispanic 5.6 37.1 39.3 18.0
Black 4.9 38.8 37.3 19.0
White 5.6 47.4 36.2 10.8
American lndian/Alaskan Nat. 5.4 56.'1 26.5 11.4

Region
Northeast 63 52.4 28.3 12.9
North Central 4.9 51.6 37.7 5.9
South 5.6 43.9 36.9 13.7
West 5.7 33.8 40.4 20.1

NOTE: Because of rounding arms, rows may not always add io 100 percent.

SOURCE: US. Departmeat of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Lonitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: ), "Base Year Stuck:It and Teacher" surveys.

Differences were also observed among students of different racial-ethnic groups in
relation to class size. For example, Asian students were more likely than white students to
be in the largest mathematics classes (30 or more students). The sanw held for science
classes. In addition to these differences, black students war more likely than Hispanic
students to be in the smallest mathematics classes. These patterns of racial-ethnic
distributions in classes may to some extent have been caused by regional differences. For
example, western states are known to have the largest Asian atW Hispanic populations and
also to have the largest mathematics classes. Nearly 30 percent of students attending
schools in the West were in mathematics classes with 30 or more students, compared with
12 percent or fewer in other regions.

Class Time Allocations

An important indicator of the quality of instruction received by students may be how
class time is allocated to whole class instruction compared with small group or individual
instruction. In this study, almost one-half (49 percent) of eighth-grade math students and
42 percent of science students spent 50 percent to 75 percent of their class dux in whole
group instruction. The amount of time that students spent learning as a whole group in
mathematics classes differed for various groups of students. Low-SES students were less
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likely than high-SES students to be in classes taught Fimarily as a whole group (that is,
they were mon likely to be in classes what kss than half the class time was vent karning
as a whole group). Fu. instance, 44 percent of kiw-SES students were in mathematics
classes what less than 50 percau of the time was spent as a whole group, - - with
on! 33 percent of high-SES simians (table 2.9a). Again, the prevalence low-SES

ts In mathematics classes that spent less learning time as a whole group (aml thus,
more time in small groups and working individually) may indicate the widespread use of
small groups far remediatica

Table 2.90Percentage of 19811 public school eighth graders whose
mathematics teachers reported differsmt allocations of whole
group time, by student SES and geographic region of the
school

Amount of class time as whole group
<50 percent 50-75 pement >75 percent

Total 39.7 48.6 11.7

Socioeconomic status
Low 44.4 44.4 11.1
hfidclle 39.8 48.0 12.2
High 33.4 55.2 11.4

Region
Northeas 23.9 60.5 15.6
North Central 37,4 52.1 10.5
South 45.1 41.1 13.8
WOK 48.4 46.7 4.9

NOTE: Because of rounding esrors, rows may rox always add to 100 percent.

SOURCE U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Edication
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

The pattern of class tinz allocation in relation to socioeconomic status as seen for
mathematics classes was not observed for science classes (table 2.9b). Whereas spending
more dux in smaller groups in mathematics classes may signify increased remedial
instructice, in science classes it may indicate increased participation in science experiments.



Table 2.9bPercentage of 1988 public school eighth graders whose science
teachers reported classes with different allocations of whole
group thin, by student SES and geographic region

<50 percent 50-75 pmcent >75 percent

Total 43.0 42.0 15.1

Socioeconomic status
Low 41.0 42.0 17.1

Kiddie 42.0 43.3 14.7

High 47.4 39.0 13.6

Region
Natheast 30.2 52.2 17.6

North Central 41.7 46.7 11.6

South 39.6 40.5 20.0

West 623 29.8 8.1

NOIR Because tf rounding arms, rows may not always add to 100 percent.

SOURCE U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Regional differemes, however, were found suggesting that students attending
schools in the West (62 percent) were more likely than those in other areas (42 percent or
fewer) to be in science classes that spent less than 50 percent of class time as a whole
group.

Amowu of Homework Assigned

Math and science teachers were asked approximately how many hours of homework
they assigned in their classes per week. Most students (65 percent of students in
mathemancs classes and 73 percent in science classes) had eachers who assigned firm I to
less than 3 hours of homewat per week (table 2.10a). About 1 1 percent of students in
science classes were assigned less than 1 hour of lxmnework per week, compared with 6
percent of mathematics students. Likewise, 10 percent of students in mathematics classes
were assigned mcce than 4 hours of homework, compared with 4 percent of science
students.



Table 2.10a.Percentage of 1988 public school eighth greders with
mathematics or science teachers who migned different
ammints of homework

Math Science

Hours of homework assigned per week

Total 100.0 100.0

Less than 1 5.6 11.2
1 to less than 3 65.2 73.3
3 to 4 19.6 11.7
mat thin) 4 9.6 3.8

SOURCE: US. Department of Educadon, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Inngitudinal St* of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Tutcher" surveys.

Different groups of students did not show a peat deal of variation in the amount of
homework their mathematics or scietwe teackrs assigned. However students in remedial
math classes were more likely than students in other levels of classes (algebra/advanced,
emiched, or general) to be assigned less than one hour of homework (table 2.10b).

Table 2.10bPercentage of 1988 public school eighth graders wham
mathematics teachers reported assigning various amounts of
homework (hours/week), by class type

Less than
one

I to
Ims than 3 3 to 4

More than
4

Algebra
Advaxed 4.3 55.6 26.5 13.6
Enriched 5.4 67.1 17.3 10.2
GelE1111 5.5 70.0 17.3 7.1
Remedial 10.4 66.8 14.6 8.2

SOURCE U.S. Depanment of Education, National Cenwr for Education Statistics, National Education
Lagitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student awlTeacher" surveys.

Microcomputer and Calculator Access

Fewer than 40 percent of public school eighth graders in mathematics or science
classes had any access to microcomputers (table 2.11). Even among those students whose
teachers indicated that microcomputers were ayailable, most were tn classes where fewer
than 10 percent of the students actually used them. About 10 percent of madwmatics



students participated in classes where more than one-quarter of the class had access to
computers, compared with 6 percent of science students.

Table 2.11.Peramtage of 1988 public school eighth graders wlmse
mathematics or science teachen reported different access and
use of microcomputers and calculators

Math class Science class

NWINNIMM=111=.

Nuocomputer use

Total 100.0 100.0

None 62.5 65.5
Fewer than 10% of students 21.1 22.4
10-25% a simians 6.6 6.1

More than 25% of students 9.8 6.0

Calculator awes

Total 100.0

No 56.0 N/A
Yes 44.0 N/A

If ace= How much:

Tmal 100.0 N/A

Liuleaccess 41.4 N/A

Once/week 28.8 N/A

More than once/week 29.9 NIA

NOM Because of rounding errors, categories may not always add u) 100 percent.

SOURCE: US. Depixtment of Education, National Center fix Education Statistics, National Education
Lougiudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student rod Teacher" sirveys.

In the National Survey of Practices and Trends conducted in the middle schools, 78
percent of school principals reported that mathematics tewhers gave daily drills in
computation. However, student use of calculators as a means of doing mathematics work
was found to be infrequent.26 The sanm appeared to be true fcr students in the NELS:88
survey where mathematics students' access to calculators was no mom .uent than dwir
access to microcomputers. Among those statlents whose teachers indica that there was
access to calculators (44 percent), the frequency of use was low (70 percent used them
once a week or less).

26H..1. Becker, "Currulum and Instruction in Middle Grade Schools," Phi Delia Kappa!, February 1990,
450-457.
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Student Attitudes Toward Mathematics and Science

While nearly 90 percent of eighth gradas thought that mathematics was impcmant to
their future, only 70 percent felt the same way about science. It is very inuzesting to noft
the pattern of student attihxles toward mathematics and science among students cl different
subgroups. Stidents of lower socioeconomic status (fir mathenutics cmly) and stucksits
who atteixkd schools in which mme than 50 percent of students received free lunches (fw
both mathematics and science) were more likely than !indents frcmi mme advantaged
backgrounds (high-SES and low-poverty schools-20 percent or fewer receiving free
lunches) to look krward to attending class (tables 2.12a aml 2.12b). At the same time,
low-SES students were mme afraid to ask questions than those fiotn mom advantaged
backgrouixts. The difference between low-SES students and those in higher sodoeconomk
sumps may be in the . teachers have of than. Teachers in schools with mom
advantaged student may be more demanding and expect nue of timir students
than those in kss advantaged schools. Hence, students in more advantaged schools may be
less likely to look fonvarcl to the rigor of their classes than their more disadvantaged peens,
lxit they may be more ccefident in their imowledge.

Anotlx:r interesting finding is that white students did not share the same enthusiasm
toward mathematics and science as did students in other ethnic groups. White sum:lents
were less likely than Asians, Hispanics, and blacks to look forward to mathematics or
science classes.



Table 2.12a-Percentage of 1983 public schoig eighth gratkrs rdiecting
different attitudes toward mathematics, by student background
and percent free lunch

Attitudss inward class
Look

forward to
matbentatics

Afield to a*
*nations

bnportant to
fume

Tool* 56.6 21.0 87.9

Socioeconomic status
Low 61.8 23.7 87.9

Mika 55.5 20.4 87.6

High 52.7 19.0 88.3

Race-ethnicity
.

Asian/Pacific lsl. 66.3 21.4 90.3

Hispanic 62.7 27.8 88.7

Ma* 72.0 20.8 89.0

White 52.6 19.8 87.5

American Indian/Alaskan Nat. 54.8 33.4 82.5

Percent free lunch
5 5 percent 50.0 18.0 87.5

6-20 petoat 53.6 20.6 86.8

21-50 percent 58.9 214 88.1

> 50 percent 66.0 24.6 901

* For consistemy, the students in this table at only those whose mathematics teachers were suneyed.

SOURCE: U.S. Depanment of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education

Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Studem and Teache?' surveys.
r')

(
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Table 2.12b-Percentage of 19118 public school eighth graders reflecting
different attitudes toward science, by student background and
percent free lunch

Aidusicsiaszdslass
Look

forward to
science

Afraid w ask
(aims

Importing to
Mum

Total* 62.7 14.7 69.4

Socioecmwmic status
Low 63.0 19.0 68.4
Waddle 62,8 14.4 68.8
High 62.1 10.9 71.9

Race-ethnicity
Asian/Pacific Isl. 68.6 14.3 76.5tram* 673 203 70.6
Black 68.7 18.0 72.7
White 60.6 17.9 68.2
American Indian/Alaskan Nat. 69.7 31.7 77.0

Percent free hutch
5 5 percent 593 13.3 68.1
6-20 percem 61.0 13.4 66.8
21-50 percent 64.0 15.3 70.2
> 50 percent 67.2 17.5 74.0

* For consistency, the students in this table are only those whose science teachen were surveyed.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Staistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Teacher Characteristics and Qualifications

In order to determine teachez qualifications, several aspects of their teaching
background were examined. These included I) highest degree earned, 2) subject of their
baccalaureate degree, 3) number of years' teaching, and 4) teachers' self-assessment of
how well prepared they were to teach their imlividual classes.

Virtually all of the eighth graders had mathematics and science teachers who had
earned at least a baccalaureate defree. Less than one percent of public school eighth-grade
students had mathematics or science teachers who had never completed a bachelm's
degree, while approximately 46 percent had teachers who had earned a postgraduate degree
(see figures 3.8a and 3.8b in the next chapter for breakdown by school type).

To determine the extent of subject-matter preparation that mathematics and science
teachers had received, the subject of their baccalaureate major (and minor) was examined
rather than their area of certification. This ensured relative consistency ammig teachers.
Requirements for certification do vary from state to state and, in some cases, may have
changed within states as the demand fcr mathematics and science teachers has increased
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Thus, even teachers within the same state may have been exposed to differatt criteria for
cerdficadat

Teachen' subject-matter reparation was characterized as follows: 1) *timber or not
they had =Owed in their teachul field; 2) if they had not majored in their teaching fkld,
whether or nix they had mimed in it; 3) if they hal whim majcwed nor minceed in their
teaching field, wlunbzr or not tIwy hal majcsed in edicatim or another subject

Affoximately 49 percent ofeighth-grade taucktnts had science teachers who reporad
majoring in science, while 43 percent of students had mathenuttics teachers who reported
majoring in mathematics. About 70 potent of stuthmts had mathenuaks or science teachers
who had either majored or minired tn their field (math, 70 percent; sciace, 72 percent).

Eighth-grade students' backgrounds were related to the characteristics of their
mathematics and science teachers (tables 2.13a and 2.13b). For example, students ci high
socioeconomic status were mon likely than low-SES stalents tohave mathematics teachers
who had majored in mathematics (50 percent versus 39 percent). At the same time, low-
SES students were mcce likely than high-SES stidents to have mathematics teachers (and
w a ksser extent science teachers) who had =Owed in educatim.

Table 2.13a--Fercentage of 1988 public school eighth graders whose
mathematics teachers had different baccalaureate majors, by
student background

Major Minor Major Major
in mathematics/ in mathematics/ in education in other
math. education math. education only sthject only

Total 43.3 27.1 18.2 11.4

Socioecontunic status
Low 38.5 25.9 23.1 12,6

Kiddie 43.2 27.7 17.7 11.4

High 49.8 26.2 13.2 9.8

Race-ethnicity
Asismiltcific lshmder 44.1 233 15.0 173
flispanic 33.3 28.5 17.5 20.8

Ms* 40.0 26.6 213 12.9

White 45.7 27.2 17.7 9.4
American Man 30.5 23.5 23.4 22.6

NOTE: Because of rounding emus, tows may not always ald to 100 patent.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, Nation! Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Lovitudinal Study of 1988 (NELMS): "Base Year Student and Teacher" Survey, 1
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Table 2.13b-Percentage of 1988 public school eighth graders whose
science teachers had different baccalaureate majors, by
student background

Major
in science/science

eduzaion

Minor
in science/science

echication

Major
in education

only

Major
in other

subject only

Total 48.6 235 15.6 12.3
Socioeconomic status

Low 44.0 23.6 18.3 14.1
Middle 49.6 23.9 15.2 113High 51.6 22.5 13.6 12.3

Race-ethnicity
Asian/Pacific Islander 53.3 22.6 11.4 12.6Hispanic 46.6 20.5 16.1 16.8Black 48.9 19.6 18.5 13.0White 48.6 24.2 15.5 11.7
American Indian 39.9 47.7 7.1 5.3

NOTE: Because of rounding errors, mws may not always add to 100 parent.

SOURCE U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: ): "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Some differences among students' racial or ethnic backgrounds in relation to their
mathematics teachers' subject-matter preparation were also found. For example, white
students were more likely than Hispanic students to have mathematics teachers with a
baccalaureate degree in mathematics. The same effect, however, was not seen for science
teachers."

There were also regional differences with respect to teacher education betweenstudents attending schools in the Northeast or North Central areas and those atttndingschools in the West. A greater proportion of students in Northeast and North Central
schools had mathematics teachers with baccalaureate degrees in mathematics (53 percentand 50 percent, respectively), compared with students in the West (31 percent) (tables
2.14a and 2.14b). At the same time, students who attended schools in the West were more
likely than students in northern schools to have mathematics teachers who had majored in
"other" subjects (25 percent compared with 8 percent and 11 percent, respectively).
Whether a school was located in the city, suburb, or rural area was not significantly
associated with the baccalaureate majors of mathematics or science teachers.

Finally, there were some differences noted for the ex.tent of the free luixh program inrelation to subject-matter preparation for mathematics teachtrs. Thirty-two percent of the
students who attended schools with large free lunch programs (more than 50 percent
receiving a free lunch) had mathematics teachers who had majored in mathematics.

27Even though it appears that there are similar differences among students of different racial-ethnic
backgrounds for science teachers' baccalaureate degrees, there was more variation among science teacherswithin each racial-ethnic category. Therefore, statistically significant differences were not obsezved.



emptied with 50 percent d the students attending schools with smaller programs (6

percent to 20 percent receiving free lunches).

Table 2.14a-Percentage of 1988 public school eighth graders whose
mathematics teachers had diffewit baccalaureate majors, by
community and school characteristics

War Minor Mtar
in mathematics/ in mathematics/ in education Other

math. exhication math. education may subject

Total 43.3 27.1 18.2 11.4

Region
Ncetheast 52.6 26.8 13.0 7.7

North Central 49.8 23.5 15.8 10.9

South 39.0 28.8 22.4 9.9

West 30.6 27.0 17.7 24.7

Comnumity type
Urban 43.4 28.6 15.4 12.7

Suburban 41.7 27.3 16.5 14.5

Rural 453 26.0 22.1 6.6

Percent free lunch
<I= 5 percent 45.7 26.6 15.6 12.1

6-20 perceM 49.7 26.2 14.0 10.1

21-50 parent 40.3 27.8 203 113

> 50 percent 31.8 26.1 24.1 18.2

NOM: Because of rountling WM% TOWS may OM SIWayS add to 100 percent.

SOURCE: US. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Lorygitudinal Study of 1988 (NEIS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 2.14b-Percentage of 19118 public school eighth graders whose
science teachers had different baccalaureate majors, by
community and schwa characteristics

Mitor
in science/

science education

Minor
in science/

icknce echacation

M4jor
ht education

only
Other

subject

Total 48.6 233 15.6 12.3

Regkm
Nwtheast 57.1 19.5 9.6 13.9
North Central 53.1 19.0 19.2 8.7
South 39.9 26.0 19.4 14.8
West 50.6 26.7 83 143

Ommunity type
Lhban 53.3 19.9 10.8 16.1
Suburban 51.4 24.8 12.8 11.1
Ruml 41.9 23.3 21.3 133

Percent free lunch
ces 5 percent 48.8 23.8

,
17.2 10.3

6-20 percent 52.0 27.6 11.1 93
21-50 percent 49.6 21.3 17.3 11.8
> 50 percent 38.9 19.5 16.5 25.1

NOTE: Became of rounding CMS. TOWS may not always add 63 100 percent.

SOURCE US. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Educational
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Yes. Student and Teacher" surveys.

Eighth-grade mathematics and science teachers in general were very experienced,
with a majority of students having teachers who reported 10 or more years of experience.
About 11 percent of students had relatively inexperienced mathematics tewhas (3 years cc
fewer of teaching), and 12 percent had equally imxperienced science teachers. Some
regional differetwes were observed for mathematics teachers. Those teachers in the South
seemed to be somewhat less experienced than North Central teachers (table 2.15).
Approximately 15 percent of southern students had mathematics teachers with 3 or fewer
years of teaching experience compared with 5 percent of the students in the North Central
region. No such statistically significant associations were found far science teachers.
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Table 2.15.-Percentage of 1983 public school eighth graders whose
mathematics and science teachers had various years of teaching
experience, by geographic region

Number of years musk
1 te 3
years

4 to 9 10-18
yews yeas

GE 19
yeas

Mathematic teachers

TOW 11.2 19.0 37.0 32.9

Region
Wattle= 9.8 14.8 41.2 34.2
Ruth Central 4.8 20.8 36.0 38.5
South 15.4 18.7 38.6 27.3
Wes 12.5 21.4 30.3 35.7

Science teachers

Total 12.1 19.1 36.9 31.9

Regitm
Northeast 7.7 11.8 35.5 45.0
North Central 12.3 11.7 41.2 34.8
South 10.3 26.3 39.9 23.4
West 19.1 21.1 26.9 32.9

NOTE: Because of rounding mom, rows may not always add to 100 percent.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Educaticm Statistics, Natimal Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teaclwr" surveys.

Almost all teachers felt that they were very well et well prepared to teach. Science
teachers felt, in general, less prepared than mathematics teachers to teach tiwir respective
fields. Only 84 percent of students had science teachers who felt well or very well prepared
to teach their classes, compared with 97 percent of students with mathematics eackrs who
shared similar attitudes (table 2.16).
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Table 2,16Percentage of 1988 public school eighth graders whose
mathematics and schmce teachess reported various levels of
preparedness to teach

Well to very Somewhat or
wdl pmptued Adeqnsely mimed ungatpued

Science teachers 84.0 12.0 3.7

Math suchen 96.6 2.9 03

souRce U.S. Depamnent of Education, National Center for 13thicat1on Statistics, Maim] Educsion
Lmigituilinal Study of 15111 (NELS:88), "Base Yew Student and Mather" surveys.



Chapter III

Mathematics and Science Instruction in Public and Private
Schools

This chapter pesents an overview of findings as they differ for public att private
school students. In the NELS:88 survey, in addition to public schools, three types of
private schools were identified: Catholic schools; private, nonreligious (independent)
schools; and private schools that do not classify themselves as either indepencknt or
Catholic (primarily religious schools such as Lutheran, Fundamentalist Christian
academies, Jewish schools, aixl so on). For ease of presentation, this report identifies the
four types of schools as follows: public; Catholic; private, nonreligious; and other
religious.

The following sections discuss several areas of mathematics aixl science instnxtion in
which differences were found among the four school types.28 The most prominent
differences were found fix mathematics and science curricula characteristics such as
mathematics class we (or track) and exposure to science experiments. Mathematics and
science class sizes also varied according to school type. More modest differences were
found for classroom experiences including class time allocation and grouping, and the
amount of homework assigned by mathematics and science teachers. In addition, modest
differences were found for teacher qualifications, especially the subject in which teachers
had earned their bachelor's degree.

Mathematics and Science Curricula

Class Types and Topic Coverage

Students who attended private, nonreligious schools were more likely than public or
Catholic school students to repert attending an algebra or advanced mathematics class (58
percent compared with 29 percent and 26 percent, respectively) (table 3.1). Catholic school
students were more likely than students in other types of schools to report attending a
remedial class, while public school students were more likely than private, nonreligious
school sturknts to repart attending remedial classes.

28Throughout this chapter differences among the various schools may appear quite large. However, due 03
the small samples of private nonreligious and private other religious school students, these differences are
often not statistically significant (see appendix B for standard weirs of the estimates presented).
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Table 3.1Percestage of 1988 eighth graders attending different types of
mathematics dames, by type of school

Algeluor
ahnoced classes

Cienend
dames only

Any
medial class

Total* 29.6 17.0 46.2 7.1

School type
Public 29.0 17.1 47.1 61
Catholic 25.7 18.4 43.4 12.5
Prime, other teligious 45.1 17.3 33.0 4.6
Privue, nonreligious 57.9 63 32.3 3.3

*For consistency, mows inchtded in this table ate cagy those whose mathematics teachers wee surveyed.
MYIE: Became of mantling onus, tows may not always acid to 100 perceat.

=AWE U.S. Depamneat of Education, National Center for Educatkm Suttistics, Naional Eck:cation
Longitudinal Survey of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student" survey.

In relation to topic coverage, public school students appeared to have less exposure to
algebra than Catholic school students (figure 3.1). About 60 percent of public school
students had teachers who reported that algebra was covered as a major topic in
mathematics class, compared with 78 percent of Catholic school stmlents. At dm same
time, a greater pmpomon of public school students than Catholic school students were in
classes when fractions and decimals were taught (68 percent of public school students,
compared with 32 percent of Catholic school stucknts).

It is interesting to note that public and private schools differed with respect to the
three most prevalent mathematics subjects covered as major topics. The subjects most
frequently covered as major opics in public schools were ratios/percents, problem solving,
and fractions. In private schools, however, the three most prevalent sulljects covered as
major topics were algebra, problem solving, and integers, which may indicate that private
school students are exposed to more advanced mathematics subjects before entering high
school than are public school students.

Differences in science topics covered were less obvious than those topics covered in
mathematics. As shown in figure 3.2, earth science seemed to be the most prevalent subject
taught, regardless of type of school, followed by weather and astronomy topics.
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Unlike science topic coverage, some diffmenca were found in the levels of exposure
to science experiments among students in different types d schools (figum 3.3a). A.mong
students in private, nonreligious schools, only about one percent had teachers who reported
cow:hitting few science experiments (less than one per month), compared with 42 percent
in private, other religious schools and about coze-fifth in either public or Catholic schools.

Figure 3.3aPercentage of 1988 eighth graders whose science teachers
reported varying frequencies of conducting scientific
experiments, by type of school

Science classes

100.

80 .

% of 60 ,
Ilth

graders 40 ,

20 .
2a.6 21.9

42.0

0.9

65.9

None or conahmonth About one/month About one/weelt

I Public Catholic Privete, other re3ig.111 Private,

About onciday

SOURCE U.S. Depanment of Educatice, Nation! Center fcw Education Statistics, Naticaud Education
Longitudinal Survey of 1988 (NELS:88), "Rase Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Private, other religious school students were less likely than students in any other
school type to conduct frequent science experiments (weekly or daily). Only 9 percent of
private, miler religious school students had teachers who reported conducting weekly
experiments compared with 66 percent, 55 percent, and 47 percent, respectively, of private
nonreligious, Catholic, and public school students whose teachers reported the same.
However, scarcity of scientific equipment did not explain how infrequently private, other
religious school students conducted experiments, since only about one-third of these
students were in classes where little to no equipment was available, and more than one-half
were in classes where equipment was available for every one to two students (figure 3.3b).
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Figure 33bPercentage of 1988 eighth graders whose science teachers
reported varying amounts of scientific equipment available, by
type of school

Science classes

For every 1-2 pupils Sloops of 3 or more Link tu none

Public Catholic Private, other relig. Private. nonrelig.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Edo', National Center for Education Statistics, National Ethication
Longitudinal Survey cf I (NELS:88), "Rase Year &Went and Teacher" surveys.

Class Size and Time Allocation

Students in private, other religious and nonreligious schools tended to have smaller
mathematics and scithee classes than did students in either Catholic or public schools
(figures 3.4a and 3.4b). More than one-half of private, other religious school eighth
grackrs attended mathematics classes (58 percent) and science classes (49 percent) with 15
or fewer pupils. About 40 percent of private, nonreligious school students were also in
mathematics and science classes with 15 or fewer students, compared with less than 15
percent of public and Catholic school students.



Figure 3.48Percentage of 1988 eighth graders whose mathematics
teachers reported classes of various sizes, by type of schwa!
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SOURCE: U.S. Depanment of Education, National Center kr Education Statistics, Ts/admit! Education
Longitudinal Stuvey of 19118 (NELS:88), "Roe Year Student and Teaclve mirveys.

Figure 34bPercentage of 1988 eighth graders whose science teachers
reported classes of various sizes, by type of school
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Longitudinal Survey of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teaclxr surveys.
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Cconpared with public school students, pivate, nonreligious school students tended
_..Jpaic more in matirwmatics classes that met for 3 ce fewer hours per week (figure

3 For example, about 32 peccent of eighth graders in private, noweligious schools met
kor only 3 cr fewer hours per week, compared with only 9 percent of public school
students.

Figure 3.5Percentage of 1958 eighth graders whose mathematics teachers
reported classes of varying weekly duration, by type of school

Math classes

3 hours ce less 4 hours S bum 6 hours tw more

I Public 1111 Catholic Private, odor relig.12 Private, mmHg. I

SOURCE U.S. Depsnment of Education, National Center for Ethcation Staistits. Natimal Erktcation
Longitudinal Survey of 1988 (NEU:88), "Base Year Sualent and Teaclue savoys.

It was difficult to discern significant differences among school types in relation to
time allocation to small groups and individual instruction. Schools of the same type
appeared to vary markedly. Part of the reason this may be true is that many schools of the
same type differ in class size. This factor may strongly affect how time, especially in small
groups, is allocated. That is, if a class is small to begin with, there may be very little need
for small group instruction and, perhaps, more time fot individual instruction.
Unfortunately, there were not enough private school students in the sample to control for
class size.

One way to examine patterns of time allocation is to determine how much time is
spent teaching the class as a whole, rather than looking at small group and individual
instruction time separately. Fix example, if a teacher spends less than 50 percent of class
time teaching the entire class, the remainder is generally spent in small groups, individual
instriction, or giving tests. Figures 3.6a and 3.6b illustrate the differences observedamong
types of schools for allocation of class time to the whole group in mathematics and science
classes. FTOM these figures, it appears that a smaller propcction of Catholic school students
than public school students attended mathematics or science classes that met less than 50
percent of the time as a whole group. For example, only 18 percent of Catholic school
students were in mathematics classes that met less than 50 percent of the time as a whole
gtoup, compared with 40 percent of public school students. Likewise, only 10 percent of
these Catholic school students were in such science classes, compared with 43 percent of
public school students.
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Figure 3.6aPercentage of 1988 eighth graders whose mathematics
teachers reported classes with varying allocations of time spent
as a whole group, by type of school
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SOURCE: US. Department of Education, National Center for Educaticm Statistics, National Educatice
Longitudinal Survey a 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Figure 3.6bPercentage of 1988 eighth graders whose science teachers
reported classes with varying allocations of time spent as a
whole group, by type of school
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Amount of Homewont Assigned

A majonly of eighth graders were assigned from 1 to less than 3 hours of
mathanatics and science hcanewwk per week. However, teachers in public schools were
more likely to report assigning little homework (less than 1 hour/week) in mathematics than
did teachers in Catholic cab private, nonreligious schools (figure 3.7), For example, less
than 1 percent of Catholic and private, nonreligious school students participated in
mathematics classes where teachers assigned less than 1 hour of homework per week,
compued with 6 percent of public school students.

Figure 3.7Percentage of 1988 eighth graders with mathematics teachers
who assigned varying amounts of weekly homework, by type of
school

<1 hour 1 to kss than 3 hours 3-4 hours >4 hours

Public Catholic Private, other relig. 12I Private. nonteTI.

SOURCE U.S. Department of Education, Natimud Center for Educatim Statistics, National Education
Lonitudinal Survey of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" swveys.

Teacher Characteristics and Qualifications

Virtually all the eighth-grade students' mathematics and science teachers included in
the NELS:88 survey had earned at least a baccalaureate degree. For instance, less than 1
percent of eighth-grade students in public schools or private, nonreligious schools had
mathrmatics or science teachers who had never completed a bachelor's degree. Public
school students were somewhat more likely to have mathematics teachers who had
postgraduate degrees than were Catholic school students (figure 3.8a). The percentage of
science teacivrs earning baccalaureate and postgraduate degrees was similar to that of
mathematics teachers, although no statistically significant school type differences were
discerned (figure 3.8b).
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Figure 3.8aPercentage of 1988 eighth graders with mathematics teachers
of various educational backgrounds, by type of school
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SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Educauion
Longitudinal Survey of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Sunk= and Teacher" surveys.
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Figure 3.8bPercentage of 1988 eighth graders with science teachers of
various educational backgrounds, by type of school
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Differences in baccalaureate majas were observed among teachers in different types
of schools (figures 3.9a and 3.9b). In mathematics, more public school stidents had
teachers who had majored in their teaching fiekl than students in Catholic schools. Among
public school students, 43 percent had mathematics teachers who had majored in their
teaching field. By contrast, only 18 percent of Catholic school students had mathematics
teachers who had majored in mathematics. Fewer private, nonreligious school students hid
mathematics teachers who majored in education only than their counterparts in public

schools (7 percent of private, nonreligious school students compared with 18 percent of
public school students). Among science teachers, fewer than 1 percent of private,
nonreligious school students had teachers who had majored in education only, compared
with 49 percent in Catholic schools, 27 percent in private, other religious schools, and 16

percent in public schools.

Figure 3.9aPercentage of 1988 eighth graders whose mathematics
teachers had various baccalaureate majors, by type of school

38.1

27.3 26.926.5 27. 29.0 27.6

Major in math/
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I Public Catholic III Private, other relig. Private.nonrelig. I

Minor in math/
math. ed.

Major in education Other subject
only

SOURCE U.S. Department of Education, Naticaal Center for Education Statistics, Naticeal Education
Longitudinal Survey of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Figure 3.9bPercentage of 1988 eighth graders whose science teachers had
various baccalaureate majors, by type of school

Science teachers
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21.3 17.6
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Public Catholic Private, other relig. 12 Private, nonrelig.

SOURCE U.S. Department of Education, National Center far Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Survey of l .:4: (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Tewher" staveys.

Mathematics and science teachers, in general, tended to be very experienced. Most
students had teachers with 10 cr more years of teaching experience. Regardless of the type
of school melted, eighth graders' mathematics and science teachers had relatively similar
amounts of teaching experience. Public school students, however, were mcce likely to have
mathematics teachers with 19 or more years of experience (33 percent) than students in
private, nonreligious schools (15 parent) (figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10Percentage of 1988 eighth graders with mathematics teachers
of varying teaching experience, by type of school
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Chapter IV

Mathematics and Sdence Achievement

In this chapta., mathematics and science achievement test scores are examined in
relation to the various compcments a instruction that were measured in this study. Only
differences that are statistically and practically significant (see appendix A for a more
detailed discussion of the method) are discussed in the text.29 Using this method,
differences of about three or more pcdnts in scores are ccmaidered of practical significance,
if the difference is statistically significant. The following four sectisms of this chapter
present detailed findinp for public school stmlents, while the final section compares test
scores for students in different types of schools.

Mathematics Curricula

Students who reported attending algebra or miler advanced classes had, by far, the
highest achievement test saxes, while students who reported attending remedial classes
had the lowest scores (table 4.1a). In addition, according to another report, students who
were in algelma or other advanced mathematics classes were more than four times as likely
as students in regular math classes to be proficient at high-level mathematics problem
solving (42 percent versus 9 parent).30 While it is true that high-ability studentsaxe more
likely to be placed in algebra or other advanced mathematics classes, judgments about a
student's ability may lead to early segregation of students into different class levels or
tracks. Research suggests that the ways in which elementary schools define ability may
reinforce stuckats' own perceptions of their prospects for achievement.31

29Readers skald bear in mind that the whievement fmdinp reported here are from cross-sectional data.
Therefor, neither the directim of the associations nor causal relatioships can be inferred.
3°Rock, D. I. Pollack, and A. Hafner, The Tested Achievement of 1988 Eighth Graders (Washington,
D.C., NCES-91460 report), 1991.
31.1. Oakes, a al., Multiplying Inequalities (1990).
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\)%tiTable 4.1aAverage mathematics achievement test scores of 1988 blie
school eighth graders who reported attending various le s of
mathematics classes

Total* 49.6

Mathematics class type reported by students

Algebaladvanced 56.9
Enriched 46.4
General only 48.1
Any remedial 42.2

* For consisumcy, the average matbemuics scores presented are for thosestudents whose mathematins
teachers weft =MO& These fans differed very little from the avaage far the entire studentsample.

SOURCE U.S. Deputment of Education, National Center for Eduagion Statistics, National Educational
Lavitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: 88), "Base Year Student and Teaches" surveys.

Students participating in mathematics classes where their teachers reported that
algebm was covered as a majm topic wend significantly higher than those in classes where
other subjects (including ratios and percents, frxat.% gemnetry, and measurement) were
reported as major topics (table 4.1b). Students who were in mathemadcs classes where
fractions or measuitment were covered as major topics had lower scores than stuchmts wlw
were in classes wlx:re teachers reported covering problem solving, integers, cr probability
and statistics as major tepics.

Table 4.1bAverage mathematics achievement test scores of 1988 public
school eighth graders whose mathematics teachers reported
covering various subjects as major topics

Total 49.6

Subjects coveralls major topics repmted by teachers

Ratios and percents 483
Problem solving 50.5

Integers 50.6
Fractions (common and decimals) 47.0
Algara 52.7
Geometry 49.4
Measurement 47.3
Probability and statistics $0.4

SOURCE U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Edwation Statistics, National Educational
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: 88), "Base Yaw Student and Teacher" surveys.
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was coveted as a major topic compared with those where personal health was covered as a
major topic (score of 50.5 versus 48.1).

Table 4.3Average science achievement test scores of 1988 public school
dOth graders prticipating in science classes with various
subjects covered as majmo topics

Total 49.9

Emth science 49.6
Weatherlammomy 49.5
Envirounental scienceloceanography 493
Chemistry 50.5
Various physics subjects* 49.9
Atomic theory 50.2
Science/society 49.3
Human lioh,gy/genetics 48.9
Plmuslanimals 493
Personal health 48.1

*Electricity, mechanics, heat, or optics.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, Nations' Center for Ethscmion Statistics, National Educational
Longituclinal Study of 1988 (NEU: 88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Teacher Characteristics

Students' average mathematics and science standardized achievement test scores in
relation to teacher education and experience are shown in table 4.4. There did not appear to
be an association between highest degree =led by teaciwn and studem achievemmt level
in either mathematics or wience. However students wkise tachers majored in mathematics
for their baccalaureate degree had a higher averap sun (51.1) than those whose teachers
majceed in eitkr education (man scar of 47.1) or a non-mathematics subject (mean score
of 47.4). The same relationship between teacher baccalaureate degree and student
achievement was not found for science.

The number of years of teaching experience that students' mathematics teachers had
tended to be sanewhat associated with smtkiits' test scores. Students whose teachers had
taught 10 or more years hiK1 an average score of 50.0, while students whose teachers had
taught for 3 or fewer years had an average score of 47.5 (a difference that is statistically
significant and approaching practical significance). The same relationship was not foumi
for science teaclxrs.
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Table 4.4--Average mathematics and science achievement test scores of
19118 public school eighth graders in relation to teachers'
education, teaching experience, and preparedness

Mathemath3 scores Science scores

Total 49.6 49.9

}fishes' degree earned
Bachelor's 49.3 49.9
Post Onxhmte
14,k, Degree

499
*

50.0
*

Bachdor's subject
Majmed in subject taught 51.1 50.0
Minored in sultiect taught 49.9 502
/*OW hi educationt 47.1 49.0
Majored in other subjectt 474 49.9

Nuinber of years teaching
1 to 3 473 49.2
4 to 9 49.2 49.6
10 or more 50.0 50.2myft

r Fewer than 50 students,
tTeachers fell into this category if mathematics wailers did not minty in mathematics and satire teachers
did not minor in science.

SOURCE U.S. Depanment of Education, National Center fir Education Statistics, National Educational
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: 88), "Base Yew Student and*roam" surveys.

Classroom Characteristics

CIUSIOCNTI characteristics and their relatitxiship to the level of stiwlent achievement are
shown in table 4.5. It appears that students in small mathematics cr science classes (1 to 15
students) had lower achievement test saxes than did students in classes with 16 to 25 or 26
to 30 itudents.35 This finding seems contrary to current beliefs about the benefits of small
classes. However, there are irwlications that in public schools small groups may often
consist of low-achieving students aid are used for remedial instnxtion. Fix example, in a
recent report, it was maintained that students in compensatory and remedial programs
received instruction in smaller groups or classes and spent large amounts of time engaged
in seat work activities.36

33The sample of smdents in science classes with either 1 to 15 pupils ix in classes with mat than 30
students was too snail to find a statistically significant difference between the average scores of students in
classes of these sizes.
36L. Anderson and L Pellicer, "Synthesis of Research on Compensatory and Remedial Educaticm,"
Education Leadership, (September, 1990) 10-16,
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Table 4.5Average mathematics and science achievement test scores of
1988 public school eighth graders participating in mathematics
and science classes of different sizes and various allocations of
class time

Mathemaks saxes Science seats

Total 49.6 49.9

Class size
I to 15 students 46.9 47.1

16 to 25 50.1 50.3

26 to 30 49.6 50.1

Mtn than 30 50.6 49.5

Hnuriweek class =CU
3 ce fewer 50.7 51.8

4 50.8 50.1

5
6 a* more

48.9
47.1

49.3

6IFewer than 50 students.

SOURCE U.S. Department ci Ethiation, National Center for Educatiai Statistics, National Educational
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: 88), "Base Year Student old Teacher" surveys.

Another unusual finding is that students who were in mathematics a- science classes
that met for fewer hours a week (3 or fewer) sand higher on achievement tests than did
students in classes which met for 5 or mot hours a week (for science), or for 6 or mcce
hours a week (fix mathematics). A relatively small percentage of students were in classes
that met fa- 3 or fewer hours (about 8 pa-cent fcc math and 10 percent for science). It has
also been reported that schools qualifying fa- Chapter 1 funding (primarily high-poverty
schools) spend more time on mathematics am, science.37

High mathematics achievement test scares tended to reflect students whose teachers
assigned 3 to 4 hours of hcqnewcifk per week. As shown in table 4.6, these students scored
higher than those in classes with less than 1 hour of homework assigned."

311 Oakes (1990).
3 g The sample of students in classes assigned more than 4 hours of homework was too small to find a
statistically significant difference between these stuckntsand those assigned less than 1 hour.
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Table 4.6Average mathematks and science achievement test scores of
1988 public school eighth graders whose teachers assigned
different amounts of homework

hishematies awns Science scans

Total 49.6 49.9

Hows of homework assigned per week
Less tits) 1 482 48.5
1 to less than 3 49.6 50.5
3104 51.9 50.8
More than 4 51.3 48.6

SOURCE: U.S. Department ci Educatitm, Naticsud Cemer for Education Statistics, National Educational
Longiuslinal Stmly of 1988 (NELS: 88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Achievement Test Scores in Public and Private Schools

The type of school eighth graders attended was also associated with the achievement
level of students in both mathematics and science (table 4.7).39 In mathematics, students
attending public schools had lower scores than eighth graders from any of the thin types
of private schools. The smallest difference (statistically significant and approaching
pnwtical signi&ance) was betweefi Catholic and public school students (avetage scare of
52.3 compared with 49.6). Private, nonreligious stmlents had higher scores than either
Catholic or public school students. The differences for science were not as great, though
private nomtligious school students scored higher (average score of 55.7) than public
school students (average same of 49.9).

When interpreting these results, however, it is imponant to bear in mind that the
stucknt populations attending Ovate schools are often very different from those in Ovate
schools. For example, in the NELS:88 survey, it is apparent that public schools serve
much higher proportions of minority students, students with limited English proficiency,
and students from single-parent families.°

39These Imes differ from those presented in another 'wort published by NCES: E. Gareth Hoachlander, A
Prcifile of Schools Attended by Eighth Graders in 1988 (September, 1991). The scams in that report

school-level averages rather than student-level averages
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Table 4.7Average achievement test scores of 1988 eighth waders in
different types of schools

Mathematics =as Sckace scores

Total* 50.1 50.2

Public 49.6 49.9
Catholic 52.3 51.5
Private, other religious 55.4 53.2
Private, nonreligious 57.8 55.7

For consistency, the am*, mathematics scorn presented we for students whose mathematics teachers
were surveyed. LI lewise, the science scores am averages for students whose science teachers were surveyed.
These scores differed very little (e.g., not mom than 0.8 pints from the averages fm the entire sudent
sample).

SOURCE U.S. Department of Eductsion, National Center for Education Statistics, National Educational
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: 88), "Base Year Student and Teacher surveys.
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Chapter V

Summary and Conclusions

This study has 'resented a descriptive profile of mathematics and science instniction
received by 1988 eighth gradas.41 A number of cunicular and classroom characteristicsthou& to be impcztant indiction el mathematia arxi science instruction were examilwd.
These included mathematics class level; ma* topics covued in mathematics and scienceclasses; exposure to scientific e 'mutation and resources available for scienceexperimentg class size; time alloca I and class grouping; and the amount of homework
assigned. Moreover, several teachercharactaistics were also examimd such as education,
especially their baccalauraite maim; years of tetwhing experience; and the degree to whichteachers felt paepared tz teach their individual classes.

Mathematics Curriculum

With respect to curriculum, the majcr facurs that characterized mot advantaged andhigher achieving mathematics students were the level of tin mathematics class (that is,algebra/advanced classes as compared with general, or remedial classes) that students
reported attending and expomie to algebra as reported by mathematics teachers. High-SESand high-achieving students were far more likely to report attending algebra or advancedclasses than low-SES or lower achieving students. &mints who reported attending theseclasses, however, accounted fits only about one-thini of eighth graders. A majority of
students reported attending either general ca- remedial classes. In these classes, teachersreported covering a wide range of topics imluding fractions, ratios, problem solving,integers, and geometry, all with relatively equal intensity. These findings support those ofthe Second International Mathematics Study which found the Ameican eighth-grade
cuniculum to be "withmetic driven" with low httensity cc emphasis on individual topics.42
'Those students who reported attending alga=or advanced mathematics classes, however,
had teachers who reprmed covering algebra and problem solving as mg* topics with muchless coverar of more elementary topics. Thus, not only were thew students receivinginstruction in more advanced topics, they were getting more intensive coverage of thetopics being taught. While it is true that high-ability sum:lents are more likely to be inadvanced classes, the distribution of students into diffamt levels of classes is not always
consisftnt, and there is often a great deal of overlap of ability within class levels.43 Thus,
an educator's evaluation of a student's ability in earlier years may prevent that student fromgetting the necessary preparation to study high-school level mathematics.

Science Curriculum

Because eighth grade science education is less clearly defined than mathematics, it ismore difficult to characterize the eighth-gradescieme cuniculum in terms of topics covered
or the develomental level of Ow class. In dr NELS:88 data, for instance, it is clear that thehighest achieving students in mathematics study algebra with the greatest intensity. In

4111va data in this survey is cross-sectional only, therefore, while associations between instrtwtionalconclitksis and achievemert are found, neither the direction of the association, nor causality can be inferred.42C. McKnight, et al., 1987.
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science, however, there is less concentration in any one area. For example, the most

prevalent topic covered in eighth-grade science classes was earth scierx:e. However, only

56 percent of the stmlents attended clams in which their teacher reported covering wth
science as a major topic. Momover, student participation in classes where wher subjects

were coveted as ma* topics ranged from 10 , to 53 percent. There was one factor,

however, that ckaiy dininguished higher g and more advantaged students, and

that was the freginnicy with which science experiments were oxidiwted. Those studwits

who panicipated in "hands-cm" classes where teachets reported =ducting weekly or =re
frevent science experiments, were much more likely to same higher on the science

acluevermt test, and alw to be eamomically advantaged.

Teacher Characteristics and Qualifications

The results of this study suggest that eighth graders' mathematics and science

teachers ate well edtmated and experienced. A majwity ci the eighth graders' teadmrs who

were surveyed had at least a baccalaureate degree and many had post-graduate degrees.

However, differences were found among various groups of students in relation to their

mathematics and science teacher's baccalaureate major and teaching experience. For

example, low-SES aix1 mincrity students were more likely to have machers who did not

major in the subject they taught. In addition, these studaits were also mme likely to have

teachers who west less expenenced (1 to 3 years of teaching).

Classroom Characteristics

More modest differences were observed among different groups of students fir dm

ottmr instructional conditions examined in this study. One such finding was that low-SES

and minority snxients were mat predominant in smaller mathematics classes and those

where teachers devoted ICU than 50 peicent of the time to whole-group instruction. Thii

may indicate that smaller classes or small groups within classes focus more PA remedial

tasks than cm inquiry-oriented activities.

Classroom resouices such as calculators and computers were used by only a small

percentage of eighth-grade students. For example, more than 60 percent of students in

mathematics or science classes had rx) access to microcomputers. Even in classes where

students hal access, few stucknts actually used the canputers. S;Tilarly, only about 44

percent of students participated in mathematics classes where c; kulators were used and

among these students, only about one-third used them mote than once a week

School Type Differences

The mathematics curriculum of students attending private, nonreligious schools
tended to include mcre algebra and less instruction in more elementary topics such as

fractions than did the curriculum of public school students. For example, about 58 percent

of private, nonreligious school students reported attending algebra or advanced
mathematics classes, complied with only 29 percent of public schoci students. While
similar proportions of Catholic and public school students reported attending algebra or

advanced mathematics classes, the teachers of Catholic sclmol students reported covering

algebra as a major topic may than did public school teachers.

Within the science curriculum, a greater percentage of private, nonreligious school

students were in scknce classes where teachers reported conducting experiments frequently
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(weekly or more) than students in private, other religious schools. In fact, stixients in
private, other religious schools appeared to have the least exposure to scientific
experimetuation (three-quarftrs attended classes where experiments were conducted cece a
=Kith cc less).

A few differences among school types in Minim to teacher characteristics were found
in this study. Fix example, sualents public schools were mime likely to have
mathematks teacluss who had mitkired in 11 t. atics than did Catholic school students.
Catholic school students, on the other hand, west mow likely to have mathematics or
scknce teachers who had majored in education only (almost ow-third) than private,
nimireligious -tool students (less than 7 percent).

Opportunity to Learn

Finally, the results of this stity support tix research of Oak= and others who have
found consistent evidence of umqual opportunities to learn mathematics and science in
American schools.44 In the NELS:88 survey, km-SES and minaity students were much
mot likely to report attending remedial mathematics classes and were nuxh less likely to
report attending scknce classes where frequent experimus mut condiEted. In addition,
this analysis indicated that there was a disproportionate number of low-SES aid racial
minority students who had mathematics aixl science teachers with the least amount of
experience (teaching no more than three years) and who were less likely to major in the
field they taught.

"J. Oakes, 1990.
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Appendix A

Methodology and Technical Notes
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Sample Design

The NELS:88 base year study employed a two-stage, stratified rardom sample design.45 The
population of whools was restricted to "regular" public and private schools with eighth m
the United States. Excluded from tim sample were Bureau ofindian Affairs (BIA) special
education schools for the handicapped, area vocational schools that do not enroll students directly,
and schools for dependents of U.S. persomxl overseas.

In tlx first stage of the sampling process, 1,052 schools with eighth grades were used for tiv
NCES-sponsored corn sample. In cakr to ensure a balanced sample, schools were stratified by
region, urbanicity, and minceity percentage prior to sampling. To make the sample mom useful kr
policy analysis, private schools were oversampled. Just under 70 percent of the sample schools are
original selections, while 30.4 percent are replacement schools (schools drawn from the sampling
stratum to replace an initial selection that refused).

The second stage of the sampling process was the selection of students within schools. In
this stage, students who were jtviged by a representative from the sclxml as unable to complete the
survey instruments were identified. Specifically, stucknts identified as mentally handicapped,
having physical or emotional problems that would seriously interfere with their ability to compkte
the survey instruments, or having a language barrier interfering with their completicm of the survey
instruments were excluded from the sample. About 5.4 percent of the potential sample was
excluded for these reasons. Of those students who were excluded, a majority (57%) woe excluded
for reason of mental disabilities, with most of the rest (35%) excluded for language reasons, and a
small number excluded because of physical disabilities (8%). Again for policy analysis reasons,
students of Hispanic or of Asian or Pacific Islander (A/PI) origin were oversampled. This
oversampling was sponsored by the Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs
(OBEMLA). On average, 26 students were sampled per school. This two-stage process resulted in
the incluskm of over 26,000 eighth graders in the sample.

Teachers and school administrators also participated in NELS:88. Teachers were selected on
a pre-assigned basis in two of four subject areasmathematics, science, Eng,lish, social studies
(history/government). Each school was randomly assigned to one of the following combinations of
curriculum areas: mathematics and English; mathematics and social studies; science and English;
and science and social studies. At any school, each sampled student's current teacher(s) in each of
the two designed subject areas was selected to receive a teacher questionnaire. This selectkm
procedure was designed to ensure representation of mathematics or science cuniculum and English
or social studies in all schools. Using this design, the number of teacher respondents was expected
to vary depending on the size and structure of the eighth grack at a !Articular school. An average of
five teachers per school participated. Over 5,000 teachem filled out student-specific evaluations kw
a total of 23,188 sample students. While the teachers were not selected as a representative sample,
their evaluations of sample students are linked to the specific student records, as are parent and
school administrator reptrts. Finally, the school administrator (principal or headmaster) of each
sample school was asked to complete a school administrator questionnaire. A total of 1,035 school
administrators completed school questionnaires.

45U.S. Department of Education, NCES, B. Spencer et al., "National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988
(NELS:88) Base Year Sample Design Repeci" (1990).
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Data Limitations

The target population for the base year survey consisted of all public and private schools
containing eighth grP-' 4 in the 50 states and the Disnict of Columbia. Excluckd from the sampk
were Bureau of Iriwan Affairs (BIA) schools, special educatioi schools for the handicapped, area
vocatiimal schools that do not enroll students directly, and schools fo. dependents ci U.S.
personnel overseas. In addition, students excluded frcqn the sampk included those with severe
mental handicaps, students whose command of the English languar was not sufficient for
understanding the survey materials, and students with physical or emotxmal problems that woild
make it unduly difficult for drem to participate. Given time limitations, users of NELS:88 data
should exercise caudal in interpreting findings kr certain groups. Ftw example, it is animated that
approximately 10 percent of American Indian children attend schools that are affiliated with the
BIA. Thus, the estimates for this subpopulatioi may not be representative.

In this analysis, data from both the student and the teacher components of the survey were
used. The teacher component of the NELS:88 survey, however, does not constitute a nationally
representative sample of eighth grade teachers. NELS:88 teachers were not independently selected
and their inclusion in the sample depended upon their linkage to a student who was selected for the
survey. Therefor, in this study the student is the basic unit of analysis: the mathematics and
science instrimion characteristics were analyzed in relation to go:lent-teacher pairs. Approximately
half of tlre stuck= surveyed had a math teacher surveyed (11,414), while tlw other half had a
science teacher surveyed (10,868). Overall, approximately 91 percent of the stuzlents surveyed had
either a math or science teicher surveyed.

The mathematics instruction component of this study is based upon only those students
whose math reicher was surveyed, while the science instirction component was based upon only
those whose science teachers were surveyed. Since the teackrs were randomly assigned at the
school level, the students had an equal probability of having either a math or science teacher
surveyed, and thus, each group should be equally representative.

Accuracy of Estimates

The statistics in this report are population estimates derived from the sample described in the
preceding section. Two broad categories of error occur in such estimates: sampling and
nonsampling error. Sampling error occurs because samples are not populations. However, the
nature of the error depends upon the sample design, and the error properties of many types of
sample designs (including two-stage designs such as the one used in this stixly) are known.
Nonsampling error occurs not only in sample surveys but also in population censuses.

Nonsampling error may arise from a number of sources, such as the inability to obtain
cooperation from each sampled school (school nonresponse), cc the inability to obtain infornation
from each sampled student in cooperating schools (student nonresponse). A third source of
nonresponse contributing to nonsampling error is found at the item level. Cooperating students
may not have answered every question in the survey. In addition, ambiguous definitions,
differences in interpreting questions, inability or unwillingness to give correct infcemation,
mistakes in recoding or coding data, and other errors of collecting and processing the data can

result in nonsampling error.

The precision with which one can use survey results to make inferences to a population

depends upon the magnitude of both sampling and nonsampling errors. In large sample surveys,
such as the NELS:88 study, sampling errors are generally minimal, except when estimates are
made for relatively small subpopulations, such as for American Indians (N=315).
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The menampling arms are more difficult to estimate. The majo sources of nonsampling
error considered were school, student, and item-level nonresponse. The NELS:88 base year
student respone rate was above 93 percent and the item it:sponse rates within instnnnents, for the
items used to develop the estimates in this repert, wete above 95.3 percent. Tin weights used to
calculate the estimates were consumed in a fashion that compensawd fo instrument
Weighting miceduzes axe explained in the NELS:88 Base Year Student User's Afamial. Tie
small bias due to nomesponse is documented in the NEL C:88 Base Year Sample Design Repon.47

Statistical Procedures

The statistical comparison in this report were based cm the t statistic. Generally, whether de
statistical test is considered significant or not is determined by calculating a t value fct the
diffaence between a pa:7 of means or Foportions and corn g this value to published tables of
values at certain critical levels, called alpha levels. The al level is a n a priori statement of the
probability of inferring that a difference exists when in fact it does wt.

In order to make proper inferences and interpretations from the statistics, a number of issues
must be kept in mind. First, comparisons resulting in large t statistics may appear to merit special
attention. This is somewhat misleading, since the size of the t statistic depends not only on de
observed differences in means or percentage being compared but also on the number of
respondents in tie categories used fox conparison, and on the degree of variability among
respondents within categcries. A small difference =pared across a large number of respondents
could result in a large t statistic. Second, when multiple statistical comparisons ate made cm the
same data it becomes increasingly likely that an indication of a population difference will be
erroneously given. Even when that is no difference in the population, at an alpha-kvel of .05
there is still a 5 percent chance of declaring that an observed t value representing one conparison
in the sample is large enough tz be statistically significant. As the number of comparisons
increases, the risk of making such an error in inference also increases.

To guard against errors of inference based upon multiple comparisons, the Bonferroni
procedure to correct significance tests for multiple contrast was used. This method corrects de
significance (cr alpha) level fin- de total number of contrasts made with a particular classification
variable. For each classification variable, there are (K*(K-1)/2) possible contrasts (or
nonredundant pairwise comparisons), where K is the number of categories. For example, since
SES has four categories, K=4 and there are (4'03)/2=6 possible comparisons between the
categories. The Bonferroni procedure divides the alpha-level fix a single t test (for example, .05)
by the number of possible pairwise comparisons to give a new alpha that is corrected for the fact
that multiple =mists are being made.

Standard errors for the estimates in each of the tables are presented in the appendix. The
standard errors were calculated using the STRATTAB pnagram, which uses a Taylor series
approximation to calculate standard ernrs based upon complex survey designs.48 A version of this
program is available from NCFS upon request The standard errors repcced take into account the
clustering in the sampling procedure; they are generally higher than standard errors calculated
under the assumptions of simple random sampling.

46U.S. Depanment of Education. NCES, S. Ingels et al., HNELS:88 Base Year Student Componeia ata File Users
Kumar (1990).
47Spencer et al. (1990).
48C. Ogden, "StratTab User's Guide," MPR Associates (1989).
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Interested readers can compute the t statistic between estimates from various subgroups
presented in the tables using the following formula:

Pl.P2

SQRT (set * sel + se2 * se2)

where P1 and P2 are the estimates to be compared and se 1 and se2 are their conespcmding
standard arms.

Effect size (used in Chapter 4) shows the mean difference in terms of standard deviation
units. Effect sizes were calculated by subtracting the two mean estimates being compared and
dividing by the total standard deviation. The use of effect size allows one to compare mean
differegzes among group even when the tests are on different scales. In Kldition to allowing for
scale-fire comparisons, the effect size yields an estimate of the size of the difference that is
unaffected by the sample size. While many contrasts will be statistically significant given the large
sample sizes, cally a few may reach practical significance. Effect sizes in the .10 to .20 of a
standard deviation range are considered small. Effects sizes between .3 and .5 of a standard
deviation are considered to be in the "medium" effect size range and to be practically significanto
Effect sizes that approach a full standard deviation are considered quite large effects. Using the
standanlized formula score in this report, we know that the mean is 50 and standard deviation is
10, thus we consider any difference in effect sizes of 3 points or more (.3 of a standard deviation)
to be stanAically and practically significant

Variables Used

Classification variables were selected to describe student characteristics such as sex, race
ethnicity and socioeconomic status; school characteristics such as region, urbanicity, and school
type; and mathematics or science class characteristics such as class type, ard test quartiles fir each
student. Most of these variables were taken directly from the student data file. The following
classification variables were used in this repon. The names in parentheses are the variable names
that appear on the public use tape if different from the label.

Class(fication variables

Weight (BYQWT)

Calculated from the design weight (RAWWT) for the student questionnaire adjusted for the fact
that some of the selected students did not complete the questionnaire.

Sex

(Male/female) was taken ftrst from the student questionnaire (item 12). If this source was missing
or not available, then the sex variable from school rosters was used. Any records with this variable

49Cohen and Cohen, Applied Multiple RegressionCorrelation Analysis for the Behavioral Sciences. New York:
John Wiley (1975).
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still missing had sex imputed from the respondent's name, or if that could not be done
unambipously, the value fox sex was randonly assigmd for the purpose of constructing this
composite.

Ischiak
2=Female

Race

Also was constructed from several soirees of info:mat:kw The first source was the student self-
report (item 31A). Secondly, if the stiKlent information was missing, data from the
questionnaire were used. A small . of stmknts who used dm American Indian/
Native pategory but whose parents "white no Hispanic" were traded to "white. not

" after a subsample of tlx parents was intervkwed as a further check of tin valklity of
t responsss. The race are Asian/Piwific Islander, Itspanic, regardku of race;

Black, not of Hispanic wifin; 'te, not of 'I I. Wien; and American Indian cc Alaskan
Native. Although identification as members ci Hispank and Asian/Faeifie Islander racial
ethnic subgroups was repoted by students, these subgroup percentages are not presented in this
repot.

1=Asian or Pacific Islander
2-41ispanic, a race
3=Black, not . Itspanic origin
4=White, not of Hispanic ongin
5=American Indian or Alaskan Native

SES (BYSESQ)

(Socioecommic status) was constructed using the following parent questionnaiie data: father's
educational kved, mother's educational level, father's occupation, mates occupation, and Willy
income (data coming from parent questiornaire items 30, 31, MB, 37B, and O. Educational-
level data were recoded as for the conposite PARENT EDUCATION. Occupational data were
recoded using the Duncan SEI scale as used in HS&B. Each non-missing component was
standardized to a mean of 0 and a stamlard deviation of 1. Non-missing standanlized compomits
were averaged, yielding dm SES composite.

For cases where all parent data conponents were missing (8.1 percent a the participants), soxlent
data were used to compute the SES. The rust four components from tim stmknt data are the same
as the components used from parent data (in other words, edwation-level data, items 34A and
348, similarly recoded; occupation' data, items 4B and 7B of stolent questionnaire part ow, also
recoded). The fifth component fcc SES from the student data conisted of summing the non-
missing household items listed in 35A-P (after receding "Not Have Item"), calculating a simpk
mean of these items, and then standardizing this mean. If eight or more items in 35A-P were non-
missing, this component was computed; otiwrwise it was set to missing. All components coming
from the studem data were stamlanlized. Non-missing standardized components were averaged,
yielding the SES composite for those cases whets parent data were either missing or not available.
The stucknt data were used to construct SES if all comments based on parent data were missing
and at least one component based on student data was not missing. Otherwise SES was set to
missing. The actual range for SES is -2.97 through 0236. SES is divided into quartiles, with I =
lowest and 4 = highest In this repot the middle two quartiles were collapse&

1=Highest 25%
2=Middle 50%
3=Lowest 25%
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School type (G8CIRL)

Classifies the school into one of four sampling strata of public, Catholic, independent (private,
nem- ; ), cf other private (religious ot1 than Catholic). Sone of this informatim was taken
directly t. the QED file. QED is a standard school universe file maintained by Quality Edwation
INita, and =relates well with the Common Cort of Data maintained by the U.S. Department of
Education. The list used for sampling inch:pendent schools was dm membership list of the Nadonal
Association of Independent Schools.

The second scheme classified whools into public, Catholic, religious other private, and non-
religious other private. This classification appears on the NELS;88 base year public-use files. In
the two schemes, the public and Catholic school categcnies are the mime, but tin remaining private
school categories contain somewhat different mixes ci schools.

1=Public school
2=Catholic school
34'rivate, other religious affiliation
4=Private, no religious affiliation

Location or urbanicity (G8URBAN)

Categorizes the students' schools as urban, suburban or rural based on their classification in QED,
as drawn from U.S. Census data and defmitions. Urban means central city; suburban is the area
surrounding a central city but within a county constituting the MSA (or Metropolitan Statistical
Aira); and rural is outside the MSA.

1=Urban, central city
2=Suburban, area sturounding a central city within a coigity constituting tte MSA
3=Rural, outside MSA

Percent minority (G8M1NOR)

Reflects the percentage of minority students in the eighth grade reported by the school. It was
constructed by adding nonreserve code values of BYSC13-A-D and categorizing the result. If the
school questionnaire was missing of if BYSC1A-D was missing, G8MINOR was set to missing.

t:None
1=1-5%
2=6-10%
3=11-20%
4=21-40%
5=41-60%
6=61-90%
7=91-100%



Percent free lunch (G8LUNCH)

Categraizes the percentage of frte or reduced rice lunch calculated for dn school questionnaire. It
was constructed by dividing BYSC16A by BYSC2, multiplying by 100, rounding to the nearest
whole number, arxl coding the result. If tin tchool qmstionnaire was missing, and BYS16A was
missing, G8LUNCH was set to missing. In this report several categories were collapsed to the
following:

1= <=5%
2=6-2D%
3=21-50%
4=>50%

Constructed sckool climate composites

There Weft three school-level "environment" composites that were created fron variables taken
hum the administrator file. Scales were mated by combining respcmses to several items asked of
the school administrators. Cauticm should be taken when intetpreting these variables in the
tabulations since dny are school-level and not student-teacher level. For exam , a variable such
as "teacher engagement" refess to a whole school, not just the eighth '4 math or science
teachers. Tin table below shows the scales created and the input variables for each. For each of
these scales, a factor analysis and a reliability analysis showed the feasibility of combining the
items into a scale. (The alpha statistic for each scale is shown in the table below.)

Student behavior problems
1=Low
2=Moderate
3=Serious

Teed= engagement
1=Low
2=Moderate
3=High

Academic press
1=Low
2=Moderate
3=High
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Composites for school environment

BYSC47E Them engagement .73
BYSC47G
BYSC47M
BYSC47I *
BYSC47H *
BYSC47A *

BYSC47C Academic press .7 1
BYSC47E
BYSC47F
BYSC470

BYSC49A
BYSC49B
BYSC49C
BYSC49D
BYSC49E
BYSC49F
BYSC49G
BYSC49H
BYSC49I
BYSC49,I
BYSC49K

Student behavior problems .88

* These items were reverse-coded for consistency of scaling.



hutructional characteristics

The following is a description of the variables constructed for the mathematics and science
instructional

Class Type

MATH (Ccznposite created fiorn BYS67A-Attend remedial math,
BYS67B-Attend tegular math, BYS67C-Attend alpbts, BYS67D-
In advanced/accelerated math)

1=Algebra or advanced (only)
2=Regular or advanced math
3=Regular only
4=Any remerital (any mentiat of remedial math, regardless of

other math vars)

SCIENCE (Composite crtated from BYS67AA-Attend labastory,
BYS67AB-Attend science, BYS67AC-Attend biology, BYS67AD-

Attend earth science)

1=Class with laboratory (Attend lab and at least one other science class)
2:lass without laboratory (Dot% attend lab but do attend at

least we science class)

Teacher characteristics

# Years Taught (BYT3...4 - Years taught elementary/secondary level)
1=1 to 3 years
2=4 to 9 years (collapsed codes 2-3)
3=10 sp 18 years (collapsed codes 4-6)
4.-E 19 years (collapsed codes 7-9)

Highest Degree (BYT3_8 - Highest degree held)
1=B.A. (code 2)
2=Post p-W (collapsed codes 3-5)
3=< B.A. (code 1)

Certificate type (BYT3_6 - Type of teach= certification)
1=Reg. State
2=Prob or temp (probationary or temporary - ccilapsed codes 2-3)
3=No cert (tux cerdfied)

B.A. subject (composites of BYT3_9A 1-BA majcr in Ed.;
BYT3 9D1-BA majcw in math, and BYT33D2-BA minor
in math; BTT3 9E1-BA major in science, BYT3 9E2-
BA minor in science)
1=BA major in mathematics or math educatkm [or science]
2=BA minxw in mathematics or math education [ow science]

(if not major)
3=BA major in edication only (if not ma* or minor in

mathematics or math education [cc science])
4--ther (any other subject)
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Class characteristics

Class size (BYT2_3 -- Number of students enrolled in class, coded directly from
numbers)
1=1-15 pupils
2=16-25 pupils
3=26-30 pupils
4=Mort than 30

Class time (BYT2_15 -- Number of hours per week class meets)
1=3 hrs cc less (collapsed codes 0-3)
2=4 hours
3=5 hours

hrs or more (collapsed codes i-10)

Hrs. of homework (BYT2_7H How much homework per week - hours)
1=None
2=1 to 3 hrs (collapsed codes 1-3)
3=4 cm. mxe (collapsed codes 4-12)

Teacher prtsparation (BYT2_14 - How prepared teacher feels to teach course)
1=Well to very (collapsed codes 1-2)
2=Adequate
3=Some or unprep (collapsed codes 4-5)

Equipment aveilability

Calculator access (BYT2_21 - Students hav access to calculators)
1=Yes
2=No

Calculator use (BYT2_22 - How often students use calculators if they have access)
1=Never/little (code 3)
2;snce/week (code 2)
3=> Once/week (cock 1)

Microcomputer use (BYT3_32 % of students usirg, microcomputers)
1=None
2=< 10% pupils
3=10-25 ", pupils
4=> 25% pupils (collapsed codes 4-7)

Science experiments and equipment

# Science Experiments (BYT2_26 -- how often students conduct experiments)
1=None or .cone/mo (collapsed codes 4-5)
2=About one/mo( code 3)
3=About orie/wk (code 2)
4=About one/dy (code 1)



Amount of science equipment (BY12_28 - Amount of science
mem fix use)

1 1-2 pupils (collapsed codes 1-2)
2=Groups 3 or mon
3=Littk to now

Comlition of equipnent (BYT2_29 - Coxlitioi of science equipment used)
1=Good to excellent (collapsed codes 1-2)
2=Fair
3=-Poor

Instructional time allocation

lnuructional time (BYT2_15 # hours/wea class meets divided by BYT2_16A <providing
instruction to whole class>, BYT2_16B <small 2 4- BYT2_16C <imlividuals>, or
BY12_16D <maintaining oder> in hours, assuming than one
hour" is .5 hours and "five or more hours" is 5 hours)

Whole group time
1=<25% of time
2=25-75% ci time
3=>75% of time

Small gmup time, Individ. time,Time keep order
1=None
2=1-20% of time
3=>20% of time

Mathematics subjects

A student was determined to be receiving instniction in the following topics if the teacher indicated
that the subject was taught as a "major topic" (code=1).

Integers (BYT2_2C*I Emphasis given op integars )
Fraction: con/dec (BYT2_20A or BYT2_2)11 -- Emphasis given to common

Or decimal fraction)
Problem scdving (BY12_20.1 -- Emphasis given to problem solving)
Raticgpercents (BY1'2_20C or BYT2_2120 - Emphasis given to ratio and

proportions or to percents)
Measurarzu (BYT2_20E - Emphasis even to measurement)
Geometry (BYT2_20F Ern ; given to geometiy)
Algebra (BYT2_200 Emp .; given to algeka)
Frobistat (BYT2_20I -- Emphasis given to probability/statistics)
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Science subjects

A student was detrmined to be =dying instruction in dm following top4cs if the teacher indicated
that the subject was taught as a "maks twic" (code=1).

Plants/animal (BYT2_24A or BY12_24B "'" given to plants or animals)
Biplogy/genetics (BYT2.24C or BYT2_24D phasis given to human biology

or genetics)
Eanh science (BYT2.24F Emphasis given to earth science)
Weatheeastronomy (BYT2_240m. BYTL24H Emphasis given to weather or

astrcmomy)
Physics subjects (BY'12_24I or BYT2,...24.1 or BYT2,24K or BY'12...24L or

BYT2_24I. Emplmsis given to electricity, mechanics, heat, or optics)
Chemistry (BYT2_24M - : given u) chemistry)
Ammic them (BY12_2414 tit.. given to atm= themy)
Env. wilocean (BYTL)40 or BYT2_24P Emphasis given to environmental

science or oceanogm0y)
Sc4/society (BYT2_24Q Emphasis given to science / society)
Personal health (BY12_24E Emphasis given to personal health)

Attitudes toward mathematics and science

If codes were 1 or 2 "strongly arm" or "agme")

MATH: BYS69A -- Usually look forward to class; SCIENCE: BYS72A
MATH: BYS69B Afraid to ask questions in class; SCIENCE: BYS72B
MATH: BYS69C Will be useful to my future; SCIENCE: BYS72C
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Appendix B

Standard Errors of Estimates in Tables and Figures Presented
in the Text
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Made 1-Daa for table 2,1
Standatd enots for paces of 1988 public school eigith palms who reported atteading
types of mehematics claws, by selecad background dislocation= Pubbc schools

/Wino
met &mai Any Unweighied
advocd Enriched only mad

Tood 0.960 0.630 0,931 0.344 8547

Race
Asisoihrifk Isl. 3.092 2.329 2.684 1.629 486
Hispanic 1.590 1.979 1.894 1.093 1096
Black 1.806 1.485 1.965 0.965 1094

White 1.157 0.682 1.057 0.355 5728
Am, lofts/Alaskan Nat. 4.050 5.514 6.378 4.457 76

SES
Low 25% 1.076 1.029 1.374 0.796 2412
Mak 50% 1.120 0.721 1.139 0.447 4262

High 25% 1.512 0.853 1.534 0.486 1871

Math test wart*
Low 0.874 1.029 1.369 0.965 2103
Mithlle 1.184 0.812 1.262 0.365 4124

Hillh 1.844 0.818 1.634 0.250 2023

SOURCE U.S. Department ci Education, Nathmal Coma for Education Statistics, National Ethication
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELMS), "Esse Year Student mid Teacher" surveys.
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Table 2Drat ftw table 2.2
Standard errors for percent of 1988 public school ekghth graders whose teach= reported varying
exposing to labonsory experimermuion

Number of science expel/Weans ccmdacted

Unweigined N 8376

None or less duo one per month 1.841
About one per month 1.798
About one per vie& 2.398
Almost every thy 1.610

Amount of science equipment amiable

Unweighted N 8360

Little to none 1.678
For grows of 1 or 2 students to share 2.007
For groups of 3 m. mme to share 2.088

Cceditkm of science egriment if available

Unweighted N 7937

Pow 1.444
Fair 2.163
Good to atcellent 2.368

SOURCE: U.S. Depanment of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Lonitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.



Table 3-Data for table 2.3
Standard enors for percentage of 1988 tighth graders in science classes whose same teachers
reported varying exposure to scientific experiments, by selected backgmund chmucteristicx Pub lk

schools

None or
< memo

Iluinbruliciacrannediassa-
About About About
onehno am/week oneiday

thrweiglued

Total 1.841 1.798 1398 1.610 8376

SES
Low 25% 2.647 2.142 2.848 1.609 2277
Middle 50% 1.924 1.962 2.558 1.604 4236

High 25% 1.650 1.997 3.115 2.741 1862

Race
Asian/Psi& Isl. 2.733 3.357 4.546 3.534 480
Hisimnic 4.623 3.963 6431 2.227 1091

Black 3.307 3.199 4.058 2.540 1023

White 2.055 2.036 2.661 1.848 5539
Am. IndiariAlaskan Nat. 13.737 5.263 11.672 2.193 142

Community type
Urban 3.559 2.993 4.145 3.407 1982

Sububan 2.476 2.577 3.634 2.659 3512
Rum] 3.579 3.407 4.334 2.361 2882

Patent free lunch
<1=5% 3.624 3.084 5.435 4.238 1495

6-20% 2.906 3.698 4.134 3.772 2371

21-50% 3.218 3.149 3.979 2.021 3154
>50% 5.694 4.088 6.052 2573 1241

SOURCE U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudkal Staub, of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 4-1ata fix table 2.4 (total line) and figure 2.1
Stan( bud errors for percentage of 1988 eighth graders whose math utachas who reported niter;
subjects covered as major unrics, by class type sturknts report amending

Ism- Runs Probhn Ratio/ Masan- Gem- Alge- ProW
gers crunAlec solving perms numt euy bra stat

Tmal 1.543 1.471 1.571 1.201 1.735 1.803 1.556 1535
- tmwtd N 8981 8988 9159 8982 8983 8984 8978 8945

Class type
A4ge1s or advanced 1.703 2.027 1.807 2.231 1,516 2.129 1.122 1.572
- unwid N 2469 2471 2504 2470 2470 2470 2470 2462
Regukrtelgebraladv 2.262 2.114 2.358 1.677 2.748 2331 2.436 2.383
- unwtd N 1407 1407 1453 1405 1407 1407 1406 1399
Regular only 2.147 1.743 1.937 1.150 2.198 2.314 2.271 1.915

tmwtd N 3935 3937 3994 3936 3936 3936 3934 3916
Any remedial 3.057 2.118 2.858 2.620 3.062 3.092 2.821 2.095

unwtd N 581 583 596 581 582 582 579 580

SOURCE U.S. Depamment of Edmation, National Center for Education Statistics, National Edwation
Longitudinal Suxly of 1 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 5Date for table 2.5 and table 2.6 (region only; see next table kw not of tatie 2.6)
Stmidard arms for percentage of 1988 e4ghth graders whose mehematics teachers tweeted
algebra and freak= as maim toPica, by sekcted background characteristics: Pdgic schools

Algebra Rack=
common/decimal

Total 1356 1.471
- unwtd N 8978 8988

SES
Low 25% 2.326 1.867
- unwtd N 2603 2608
TOM 50% 1.651 1573
- tumid N 4458 4461
High 25% 1.666 2.068
- unwtd N 1914 1916

Race
Asian/Pacific Isl. 3.248 3.542
- unwtd N 515 515
Hispanic 4.236 2.499
- unwtd N 1168 1171

Black 3.106 2.041
- unwtd N 1183 1184
White 1.733 1.714
- unwtd N 5954 5960
Am. Indian/Alaskan Nat. 6.357 4.110
- tumid N 79 79

Language Proficiency
Not limited English 1.569 1.492
- tmwtd N 8682 8691
Limited English 5.573 4.705
- unwtd N 238 239

Region
Nmtheast 3.640 3.500
- unwtd N 1503 1504
North Central 3.169 3.275
- unwtd N 2410 2410
South 2.503 2.250
- unwid N 3253 3262
West 3.150 2.788
- unwid N 1785 1785

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS.88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 6-Data for table 2.6
Standard errors for percentage of 1988 eighth graders whose mathematics teachers reported
algetn and fractions as major folks, by selected background characteristics: Pub& schools

Algebra Fractions
common/decimal

Commimity type
Urban 3.054 2.483
- unwkl N 2183 2185
Suburban 2.088 2.141
- unwtd N 3658 3662
Rural 2.956 2.816
- unwtd N 3137 3141

Percent free hinch
c=5% 3.201 3.636
- unwid N 1687 1689
6-20% 2.561 2.477
- unwtd N 2670 2673
21-50% 2.541 2.434
- unwtd N 3127 3130
>50% 4.720 3.775
- unwtd N 1494 1496

Student problems
Serious 3.146 2.524
- unwtd N 2365 2370
Moderate 2.009 1.997
- unwrd N 5426 5431
Low 4.129 3.807
- unwtd N 1187 1187

Teacher engagement
Low 2.867 2.774
- mild N 2926 2931
Moderate 2.119 2.002
- unwtd N 4803 4808
High 3.919 3.644
- unwtd N 1249 1249

Academic mu
Low 3.016 2.961
- unwtd N 2300 2304
Moderak 2.080 1.969
- unwul N 4717 4723
High 3.422 3.377
- unwtd N 1961 1961

SOURCE: US. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. Natirmal Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Twelve' sirveys.



Table 7-Data for table 23 (public schools only) and figure 3.2
Standard errors far percergage of 1988 eighth graders whose sckeice teachers who reported various
subjects covered as mak* topics, by school type

Plants/ Biolgy/ Earth Weedy/ Physics Chem- Atomic Env.scV Scil Penal
animal gen act asumny subjcts istry theory Ocean society health

Total 1.824 2005. 2.272 2.155 2.196 2.184 2.105 2.042 1.701 1298
- %amid N 10633 10620 10625 10631 10630 10586 10617 10628 10611 10526

School type
Publk 1.987 2.117 2.466 2327 2.392 2387 2290 2.222 1.862 1.297

- unwtd N 8392 8402 8386 8390 8389 8310 8378 8389 8372 8294

Cathcaic 5.379 8.491 7.232 7.159 7287 7.135 7.484 6.765 5.884 7310
- unwul N 1053 1030 1053 1053 1053 1030 1053 1053 1053 1044

Private, religious 10.311 10.256 10.337 11.277 7.683 4.124 5.519 6.632 2.539 8.614

- unwid N 466 466 464 466 466 464 464 464 464 466
Private, non-relig. 2.148 10.312 11.193 13.864 11.980 11.133 10.295 14.970 1.723 2.065

- unwtd N 722 722 722 722 722 722 722 722 722 722

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS. ), "Base Year Student fuld Teacher" sinveys.
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Mb le 8-Data fix table 2.8a
Mondani enars for paarmage ig HO eigluh gmders whom mathematics Mochas reported.classes
of van** size, by selected backgramd clam' Public schoob

1-15

Mils

IdalkillellitILQUILliiit--
16-25 26-30 More

PuPlis PuPilts than 30
Unweighted

N

Total 0.974 1.570 1.412 1.092 9019

SES
Low 25% 1.2.56 2.145 2.024 1.460 2622
Middle 50% 1.056 1.674 1.509 1.112 4478
High 25% 1.334 2.287 1.995 1.791 1916

Race
Asian/Pacific Isl. 2.061 3.655 3.136 3.609 517
Hispanic 1.156 2.908 3.465 2.637 1190
Black 1.825 3.231 2.692 2.984 1208
White 1.126 1.777 1.581 1.054 5942
Am. Indian/Alaskan Nat. 5.887 6.195 5.938 3372 81

Region
Northeast 2.741 3.447 3.234 2.196 1490
North Central 2.232 3.379 2.703 1.816 2435
South 1.048 2.603 2.233 1.809 3282
West 2.379 2.713 3.488 3.339 1785

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Memnon Statinks, National Education
Longitudbal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 9-Data for table 2.8b
Standmd emus for percentage of 1988 eigleh gmders whom science teachers maned classes of
varying size, by selected background chatactwisics Public schools

We= Mg Ace
Unweiglned1-15

PuPas
16-25 26-30

PuPils pupils
Mow

than 1

Taal 0.723 1.834 1.646 1300 8384

SES
Low 25% 1.153 2.440 2.274 1.961 2288
kfitkIle 50% 0.761 2.002 1.799 1.306 4241

High 25% 0.668 2.439 2.105 1.796 1854

Race
Asian/Pacific Isl. 1.625 3.771 3.550 4.330 477
Hispanic 1.391 3.950 3.209 3.577 1097

Black 1.226 3.038 2.856 3.290 1026
Whim 0.841 2.021 1.889 1.223 5539
Am. Wien/Alaskan Nat. 2.219 8.006 5.422 3.891 144

Region
Northeast 1.727 4.475 3.741 2.899 1221

Nwth Central 1279 3.805 3.607 1.724 2117

South 1.086 2.712 2.484 2.318 3282

West 2.060 4.018 3.583 3.305 1764

SOURCE U.S. Department of Eft:mica, National Center fcw Education Statistics, Nsional Etmation
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). "Base Yew Student and Teacher" swveys.
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Table 10-Data hir table 2.9a
Mtmdmd emus for pen:maga of 1988 eighth graders whom mathemades teachers reported
vasious amounts of tine teaching the entke clam by selected beckgmund chatacteristiet
Public schools

Whok pm time
Unweighted<50%

of time
50-75%
of time

>75%
of time

Total 1.766 1.818 1.225 8968

SES
Low 25% 2.384 2.468 1.699 2609
Iftddle 50% 1.893 1.930 1.326 4453
High 25% 2.144 2237 1.327 1903

Race
Asian/Pacific Isl. 3.362 3.798 2.297 515
Hispanic 3.701 S.843 2.088 1176
Black 3315 3.391 3.184 1193
Whim 2.017 2.051 1.302 5925
Am. Indian/Alaskan Nat. 5.935 6.322 4.622 79

Region
Nonheast 4.002 4.601 3.464 1484
North Caural 3.684 3.732 2.221 2394
South 2.905 2.801 2.201 2163
Was 3.767 3.808 1.273 1792

SOURM US. Depanment of Education, National Center kr Education Statistics, National Education
Lasitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" staveys.



Tabk 11Da la kr table 23b
Standard awn kr percenarge of 1988 eighth graders whose science Imam reported various
amounts of thus waling the unite dass, by =Wed hackgrotmd chmacterissicz Public schools

Whole pow time
4:50%

chime
50.75%
o time

>75%
of ti

Total 2.092 2.073 1.413

SES
Low 2.576 2.603 1.957
Middle 2.239 2234 1.492
Hilth 2.875 2.752 1.851

Region
Meth= 4.002 4.601 3.464
Notth Camel 3.684 3.732 2.221
South 2.905 2.8/1 2.201
Wee 3.767 3.808 1.273

Unweigked

8391

-Mg
4248
1864

1484
2394
3271
1792

SOURCE U.S. Depanment of Education, Naticsal Center for Education Statigks, National Bdwation
Lomitudinal Study a 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Towhee surveys.
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Table 12a--1ata for talge 2.10a
Standard ma for paean of 1988 publk school eighth gralers whose mathematics and science
=has who assigned diffaent amoums ci homework

Math Science

Hours of homewat assigned per week

UnweVued N 8996 8384

Less than 1 0.647 1.261
1 to less than 3 1.682 1.785
3 to 4 1350 1.251
more than 4 1.168 0.694

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

TaNe 12bDma for table 2.10b
Standard aras fix percent of 1988 eighth graders whose mathematics teachers assigned various
amounts of homework (hours/week), by class type

Less than I to less 3 to 4 More than Unweighted N
1 than 3 4

Alpbaladvanced .773 2.382 2.023 1.682 2479
Enridied .826 2.527 2.009 1.913 1416
Oateral .834 21)17 1.705 1.188 3932
Remedial 1.675 3.054 2.041 2.021 577

SOURCE U.S. Depanment of Edwation, National Center for Eductuion Statistics, Nadal& Echwation
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student whi Teacher" surveys.
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Table 13--Data for table 2.11
Standard atom kir wean of 1988 eighth graders whose mathematks and science teachersreported
different availabilities and use of microcomputers and calealmers

Math Class Science Class

Microcomputer use

Unweighted N 9076 8518

None 1.930 2.161
Fewer than 10% of studems 1327 1.792
10-25% of students 1.007 1.024
More than 25% of students 1.155 0.958

Calculator Access

Unwighted N 8926 N/A

No 2209 N/A
Yes 2.209 N/A

If Aceessz How much:

Unweighwd N 3972 N/A

Linle access 2.814 N/A
Once/week 2.548 N/A
More than once/weeh 2348 N/A

SOURCE: U.S. Depattment of Oration, National Center kr Education Statistics, National Ethratice
LoNatudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" suzveys.
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Table 14--Data for tabk 2.12a
Standaid won fee peocentage of 1988 tight graders who nqxwazd various attitudes toward
mathemaiks, by selected backpound characteristicz Public schools

Attitudes toward mathemmks
Afraid to ask Important

questions 13 future

Total 0.839 0.575 0.418
unwtd N 8751 8736 8723

S ES
Low 25% 1.212 1.028 0.770
- unwul N 2488 2482 2479
Waddle 50% 1.026 0.726 0.544
- unwtd N 4367 4361 4351
High 25% 1.591 1.054 0.877

unwid N 1894 1891 1891

Race
Asian/Pacific IsI. 2.525 2.269 1.677
- unwul N 494 492 492
Hispank 1.729 1.614 1.171
- unwtd N 1134 1133 1129
Black 1.611 1.600 0.925
- unwtd N 1118 1114 1112
White 0.954 0.621 0.494
- unwtd N 5858 5850 5844
Am. Indian/Alaskan Nat. 6.248 6.037 5.236
- unvnd N 78 78 77

Percent free lunch
591,

- unwtd N
1.639
1630

1.133
1630

1.013
1622

6-20% 1.567 1.153 0.753
- unwtd N 2638 2633 2631
21-50% 1.366 0.980 0.705
- unwld N 3012 3006 3006
>50% 1.769 1.300 0.933
- unwld N 1471 1467 1464

SOURCE: US. Depanment of Education. National Center for Education &stinks, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: ), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 15-Data for table 2.12b
Standard mom for pacemage of 1988 eighth graders who reported varknis anitudes toward
science, by seleced background characteristic= Public schools

Attitudes toward side=
Afraid to ask Impornun

cpastkirs to fume

Total 0.847 0.518 0.679
- vomit N 8193 8182 8167

SES
Low 1340 1.060 1.194
- unwal N 2183 2180 2175
Mk& 1.002 0.629 0.885
- imwal N 4162 4158 4147
HO 1.554 1.100 1.194
- unwtd N 1847 1843 1844

Race
Asian/Pacific Isl. 2.511 1.938 2.127
- unwil N 477 476 475
Wisps* 1.737 1.316 1328
- unwtd N 1094 1090 10$6
Black 1.569 1.317 1.460
- unwtd N 954 954 957
White 1.023 0.580 0.823
- unwid N 5434 5428 5417
Am. IndiarMlaskan Nat. 3.973 4.987 3.404
- unwtd N 140 139 139

Pacent free lunch
435% 2.121 1.236 1.441
- unwtd N 1617 1618 1612
6-20% 1.603 0.893 1.398
- unwtd N 2310 2307 2305
21-50% 1.311 0.758 1.043
- unwtd N 3071 3068 3065
>50% 1.720 1.686 1.591
- unwtd N 1195 1189 1185

SOURCE: U.S. Departinern of Education, National Center fm Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 16-Data for tables 2.13a and 2.14a
Standard errors for pereemage of 1988 eighth graders whose mathematics amebas had various
B.A. maims, by selected background characteristics: Public schools

Lk subject
Unweighted

N
Major in

mathemmics/
lush education

Minor in
mathematics/

math education

Major
in Ed

Other
subject

Total 1.864 1.719 1315 1.132 9075

SES
Low 25% 2.397 2.332 2.225 1.527 2650
Middle 50% 1.989 1.816 1.541 1.264 4501
High 25% 2.313 2.111 1.678 1.275 1921

Race
Asian/Pacific Isl. 3.742 3.029 2.556 2.910 515
Hispanic 3.875 3.909 3.250 3.165 1201
Black 3.342 3.136 2.894 2370 1218
White 2.130 1.981 1.701 1.733 5980
Am. Indian/Alaskan Na. 6.075 5.613 5.287 4.874 81

Region
Ncntheast 4.602 3.749 3.421 2.344 1519
North Central 4.048 3.712 2.970 2.468 2404
South 2.886 2.892 2.627 1.555 3315
West 3.582 3.220 2.980 3.226 1800

Community type
Urban 3.541 3.084 2,780 2.426 2261
Suburban 2.677 2.461 2.100 1.828 3687
Rural 3.656 3.362 3.006 1.850 3127

Permit free lunch
4.339 3.682 3.143 2.694 1566

6-20% 3.365 2.846 2314 2.149 2690
21-50% 3.173 3.134 2.822 1.622 3140
>50% 4.848 4.560 4.525 3.905 1568

SOURCE U.S. Dqrartment of Educatkm, National Center for Education Statistics. Naticsial Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teadier" surveys.



Table 17-Data fix tables 2.13b and 2.14b
&Wool email for percentage of 1988 eighth sodas whoa science teachers whohad various
BA. maims, by selected background characteristics: Public schools

Maim in
science

BA_ subket
Irfmor in Major
science in Ed

Total 2277 1.825 1.659 1.527 8517

SES
Low 25% 2.858 2.314 2.254 1.987 2320
Middle 50% 2.453 1.996 1.730 1.508 4311

High 25% 2.632 2.171 1.877 2.152 1885

Race
Asko/Pacific Isl. 3.477 3.109 2.400 2.243 496
Hispanic 6.345 3.605 4.695 4.054 1123

Black 3.627 2.755 2.720 2.780 1042

Whke 2.594 2.094 1.874 1.715 5607
Am. IndiaWMaskan Nat. 9.805 12.015 2341 2.297 146

RegiOD
Natheast 6.396 4.131 2.816 4.945 1267

North Central 5.052 4.189 3.989 2.370 2147
South 3.126 2.737 2.808 2.337 3277
West 5.147 4.231 3.131 3.365 1826

Community type
Urban 3.722 2.999 2.814 2.623 2025
Suburbmi 3.155 2.718 2.173 1.797 3594
Rural 4.361 3.467 3.362 3.239 2898

Patent free lunch
<=5% 4.962 4.041 3.917 2.982 1551

6-20% 4.081 3.457 2586 2.023 2382
21-50% 3.685 3.310 3.075 2.106 3204
>50% 6.556 4.179 4.278 5.670 1264

SOURCE: U.S. Departmem of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.



Table 18--Data for table 2.15
Standard arms tw patenoso of 1988 eiguh modem whass wathematics teachers had varyin
yews of teachinj experience, by seiecwd backgrotmd chanictaisdcs: Public schools

Number of years taw&
Ulm:ash:ad1 to 3

yews
4 to 9 10-18
yews yews

GE 19
yews

Matheinsics teachers (teal) 1277 1.499 1.805 1.812 9082

Region
Witheast 2.899 3.380 4.724 4.380 1519
North Central 1.534 3.506 3.598 4.006 2394
South 2.454 2.191 3.000 2.707 3342
Wes 3.057 3.341 3.200 4.044 1800

Science teachers (total) 1.342 1.628 2.185 2.148 8553

Region
Northeast 3204 3.442 5.808 6.445 1277
North Central 2.913 2.724 4.830 4.306 2147
Sotah 1.713 2.853 3328 2.749 3303
West 3.641 3.907 4.108 4.955 1826

SOURCE U.S. Dgertment of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Madan
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NE1S:88), "Base Year Student and Teache swveys.
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Table 19Data for table 2.16
Standard awn for percent of 1988 public tchool eighth graden whose science and mathematics
teachers maned various lank of prepmedness to teach

Well la very Adequately Somewhat or Unsvighted
well pmpamd Maui unperand

Science teachers 1.512 1.312 0.853 8416

Math teachers 0.711 0.690 0.165 9028

SOURCE: U.S. Depanment of Eft:edam National Center km Education Statistics, Natimial Education
Lcogitudinal Study of I ''.. (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 20-Daia for table 3.1
&Bodoni amrs for percau of 19813 eighth graders who reptmed attendirvi different types of
math chtsses, by scbool tyPe

Algebra
and/a Gould Any Unwejhted
slimed Enriched only remedial

Total 0.933 0.584 0.882 0.329 10695

School type
Public 0.960 0.630 0.931 0.344 8547
Catholic 4.270 1.857 3.445 1.491 1026
Private, religious 6338 3312 5.754 1.280 507
Prime, non-relig. 5.666 1.762 5.892 1.267 615

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Educatice Statistics National Education
Linitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student end Teacher" surveys.

Table 21-Data for figine 3.1
Standard errors for percanage of 1988 eiglnh graders whose mathematics teachers reported various
subjects taught as maior topics, by selected background characteristics

We- Fractions
gets com/dec

Pmblem Ratio/
solving parents

Measure-
ment

Geo-
metry

Alge-
bra

Prot)/
sat

Total 1.431 1.450 1.502 1.161 1.642 1.727 1.452 1.484
- tumid N 11188 11190 11414 11203 11188 11190 11199 11126

School type
Public 1.543 1.471 1.571 .201 1.735 1.803 1.556 1.535
- unwtd N 8981 8988 9159 8982 8983 8984 8978 8945
Catholic 3.919 7.051 6.272 5.003 7.089 7.669 5.102 7.403
- unwtd N 1087 1087 1101 1098 1087 1083 1098 10*7
Private, other religious 9.857 9.650 10.025 8.021 7.821 10.188 7.437 6.341
- unwid N 499 502 521 502 502 502 502 502
Private, non-religious 7384 14.024 4.722 11.501 10.102 9.546 8.101 8.954
- unwtd N 621 613 633 621 616 621 621 592

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" saveys.



iltbk 22-1 ht figura 32
&Wald enurs for percesuage of 1988 eighth graders whose science teachers who refuted various

subjects covered as nmior topics. by school tYPo

Plants/ Biolgy/ Earth Weathif Physics Orem-
animal genetc sci mow subjcts laity

Atomic Env.sci/
theory Ocean

Sci/
society

Parini
health

Third 1124
umul N 10633

2.005
10620

2272
10625

2.155
10631

1196
10630

2.184
10586

2.105 2.042
10617 10628

1.701
10611

1298
10526

School type
Public 1.987 2.117 2.466 2.327 2.392 2.387 2.290 2.222 1.862 1297
- unwK1 N 8392 8402 8386 8390 8389 8370 8378 8389 8372 8294

Catholic 5 379
- mad N 1053

8.491
1030

7.232
1053

7.159
1053

7.287
1053

7.135
1030

7.484 6.765
1053 1053

5.884
1053

7.310
1044

Private, religious 10.311 10.256 10337 11.277 7.683 4.124 5.519 6.632 2.539 8.614

- anwid N 466 466 464 466 466 464 464 464 464 466
Private, non-relig. 2.148 10312 11.193 13.864 11.980 11.133 10.295 14.970 1.723 2065.

- unwtd N 722 722 722 722 722 722 722 722 722 722

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center kw Education Statistic& National Education
Lonkudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Tabk 23-Data for figure 3.3a
Standard enors ftw percentage of 1988 eighth graders whose science machos reponed various
exposine to scientifx experiments, by school type

None or
onelmcsuh

Abota
we/month

About
onefweek

UnweightedAbout
onelitiy

Total 1.739 1.686 2.224 1.421 10602

School type
Public 1.841 1.798 2.398 1.610 8376
Catholic 6.682 6.097 8.092 0.000 1053
Private, religious 10.873 10.631 4.219 2.336 466
Private, non-religious 0.874 8.854 11.436 6.572 707

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Lonitudinal Study of 1988 (NES: '4' ), "Base Year Sturktnt and Teacher" slums.

Table 24-Data for figure 3.3b
Standard mots for percentage of 1988 eighth gniders whose science teachers reported various
amotmts of scientific equipment, by school type

Groups 3
Or MOM

UnweightedFir 1.2
pupils

Little
tO none

Total 2.007 2.088 1.678 10586

School type
Public 2.172 2.228 1.747 8360
Catholic 5.510 8.429 7.961 1053
Private, religious 10.359 7.641 8.472 466
Private, non-religious 14.532 3.510 15.181 707

SOURCE: U.S. Department of &location, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: :*:), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Tel* 25-Dma for figme 3.4a
Standard euors far percentage oi 1988 eighth graders whose mathematics teachers reported
asses of diffelent sin% by school type

Class size
Unweighted1-15 16-25 26-30

PuPas
Mare

than 30

Total 0.951 1.488 1.358 1.084 11199

School type
Public 0.974 1.570 1.412 1.092 9019
Catholic 4.082 5.976 6357 6.377 1098
Private, religious 9.841 8.855 7.665 0.000 502
Private, non-religious 8.119 8.713 3.548 0.000 580

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center fm. Education Statistics, NatMnal Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Surkst and Teacher" surveys.

Table 26-Data for figure 3.4b
Standard anis for percentage of 1988 eighth gmders whose science teachers repmted classes of
different sizes, by school type

Class size
1-15

PuPils
16-25

pupils
26-30
PuPils

Mae
than 30

Unweighted

Total 0.752 1.762 1.561 1.273 10625

School type
Public 0.723 1.834 1.646 1.300 8384
Catholic 3.724 8.283 7.078 6.966 1053
Ptivate, religious 9.288 9.912 0.000 6.375 466
Private, non-religions 11.297 12.509 15.722 0.000 722

SOURCE: U.S. Depannumt of Education. National Center Education Statinics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" strveys.
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ThNe 27-Thaa kr figure 3.5
&andad won for percentage of 1S118 eighth loaders whose mathematics teachers reputed classes
that met for varying lengths ci time, by school type

Class time
3 lus

or less
Four
hours

Rye
hours

6 hrs
011101e

Unseiglued

Total 1.131 1127 1.829 0.391 11231

School type
Public 1.214 1.915 1.925 0.442 9006
Catholic 3.766 8.257 8.185 0.000 1098
Private, religious 7.533 8.959 9.839 0.037 502
Private, non-religious 7.262 8.389 7.280 0.000 625

SOURCE: US. Department ci Educnion, National Center for Education Statistics, Nation! Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Table 28--Data for figure 3.6a
Stmdard emus fix petvenage of 1988 eighth graders whose mathematics teachers repcsred
wending various lengths of time teaching the entire class, by school type

Wink soup time
<50%

of time
50.75%
of time

> 75%
of time

Unweighted
N

Total 1.660 1.719 1.145 11169

School type
Public 1.766 1.818 1.225 8968
Catholic 5.668 6.908 4.443 1074
Private, religious 10.049 8.957 3.940 502
Private, non-religious 14.898 11.305 9.381 625

SOURCE US. Depattment of Education, National Center fm Educsion Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study af 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Stuttnt and Teacher surveys.
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Table 29-Dma for figure 3.6b
Sta nden! arms for percentage of 1988 eighth pubs whose science teachers reported spendktg
vont= lengths of time teaching the entire class, by school type

Unweighted< 50%
of time

50-75%
of time

> 75%
of time

Total 1.921 1.960 1.359 10625

School type
Public 2.092 2.073 1.413 8391
Catholic 5.723 7.258 5108 1053
Private, religious 3.453 10.414 9.781 459
Private, naHelig. 12.745 8.595 14.659 722

SOURCE U.S. Department of Education, Mtional Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Table 30-Data for figure 3.7
Standard anars for percentage of 1 eighth graders whose mathematics teachers assigned
different amounts of homework, by aim! type

Hours of homework assigned

than 1 1-2 hrs 3.4 hrs >4 hrs
Ulm/righted

Total 0.589 1.572 1.253 1.106 11221

School typo
Public 0.647 1.682 1.350 1.168 8996
Catholic 0.606 5.980 4.434 5.205 1098
Private, religious 5.001 7.342 5.727 2.517 502
Private, non-religious 0.311 7.498 7.232 0.803 625

SOURCE U.S. DeRnment of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Erktcation
Longkudinal Study of 1988 (NELS ), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 31Data kr figure 3.8a
Stamdard envss for peacestage 401988 eigIth graders whose mathematics teachers mptzted
various levels of oducaticat, bY sobooi tYPe

Mika deg=
Post No Ihnveighted

BA. god *Ow

Tted 1.791 1.780 0202 11311

School type
Public 1.900 1.900 0.000 9101
Catholic 7.233 6.831 2.508 1101
Private, religitmas 9.029 8.555 2.813 521
Private, non-religious 7.477 7.477 0.000 588

soma.: US. Depanment of Macadam, National Center for &broken SiniStiCS, National Edattalim
Logitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88)., "Base Year Saudi= and Teacher" arms.

Table 32Dna far fig= 3.8b
Standard emus for percentage a 1988 eighth grads= whose science teachers reported
various kvels of education, by school type

BA.

Iftgbest degree
Post No Unweighted
god *gee

Total 2.075 2.077 0.138 10777

School type
Public 2.232 2.233 0.085 8532
Catholic 7.726 7.726 0.000 1055
Private, religious 8.606 8.605 3.635 467
Private, mm-religious 13.315 13.315 0.000 723

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Cennzr far Educmice Statistics, National Edacation
LoAgitudinal Study of 1 (NELS:88), "Base Year Suakin and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 33-Daia far figure 3.9a
Standard errors for pereentage of 19&S eighth graders whose nuuhematics teachers reputed
various BA. majces, by school type

B.A. subject
Major in timor in MAW Other Unweighted

mathematics/ mathematics/ in Ed subject N
math education math education

Mx& 1.737 1.636 1.464 1.180 11235

School type
Public 1.864 1.719 1.515 1.132 9075

Catholic 5.878 7.086 7.0% 7.394 1074

Private, religious 9.191 &406 8.569 7.064 499

Private, non-religious 5.633 9.422 3.178 10.828 587

SOURCE: U.S. Departnwnt of Educatimt, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Studea and Teacher" surveys.

Table 34-Data for figure 3.9b
Standard alas for percentage of 1988 eighth graders whose science teachers reported various
BA. majors, by sckol type

_B.A. subject
Major in Minor in Major in Other Umveighted

science/ncience science/science Ed subject
educaion education

Total 2.076 1.719 1.608 1.475 10734

Sckrol type
Public 2.277 1.825 1.659 1.527 8517

Catholic 5.93 l 7.564 8.447 6.139 1055

Private, religious 10.082 5.454 7.833 11.691 439
Private, km-religious 13.909 15.359 0.211 10.444 723

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Centts. for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Mble .. Data for figure 3.10
Standend asm's for percentage of 1988 eighth graders whose mathemmics teachers reported
varying years of staching experience. by school type

Numbit of years taught
1 to 3
years

4 to 9
years

10-18
years

GE 19
years

Unweighted

Total 1.207 1.403 1.753 1.691 11336

School type
Public 1.277 1.499 1.805 1.812 9082
Catbolk 5.456 5.534 8.069 6.225 1101
Private. religious 3.690 6.722 11.096 8.472 521
Private, non-religious 5.488 7.628 13.724 6.364 632

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Educatkon, Nsional Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), 'Sue Year Stuck:at aml Teacher staveys.
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TM* 36Diaa for table 4.1a
Standard ertors kr average mathenuuks achievemau test scans et 1988 imblic school eighth
gutless who reported attesufing various levels of mathematics classes

'lbw! .237
Unweiglued N 8797

Mathemsics class type reported by stud=

Algebialadvanced .355
Emiched .328
General tmly .269
Any remodel .391

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Lomitudital Study ci 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.

Table 37Data for table 4.1b
Standard errors for the average mathematics achievanent test scam of 1988 public school eigluh
gindess whose mohematics teachers reported various tuthjects covered as major topics

SAL UnwLN

Total 0.237 6797

Ratios and percents 0248 6722
Problem solving 0.269 6414

Inftegs 0.287 6020
Fractions (common and decimals) 0.246 5887
Alpha 0.313 5194
Geometry 0319 4349
Measmement 0.342 3233
Probability and statistics 0316 1708

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statisfica, National Edtratice
Lcogitudinal Study af 1 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" sta-veys.
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Tat* 38Dasa for udge 4.2 
Mandard enors for the avow scimoe achievement test scuts of 1988 public school eighth 
graders whose science teachers reported wry* wog= to labormmy experimentathin 

Number of science experiments combined kiummicluans 
S.E. Unwt. N 

Th 0.270 8361 

Nan or las than cme pa month 0.495 1618 
Abous one per math 0.481 1569 
About one per week 0.394 3877 
Almost every day 0.607 1059 

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. National Education 
Langkodinid Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys. 

Taft 39Data for table 43 
Standard errors for the average sciaxe achievement test scores of 1988 public school eighth 
graders whose science teachers reported covering various subjects as major topics 

Number of science experiments combined ScktabILII= 
S.E. Unwt. N 

Total 0.270 8361 

Emth same 0.347 4648 
Weather/mummy 0.331 4512 
Environinenad science/oceanography 0.344 3957 
Chemistry 0.356 3773 
Various physks subjects 0.381 3362 
Amic theory 0.371 3432 
Science/society 0.496 1726 
Hamm biology/genetics 0.601 1463 
Plantaemlimils 0.782 1173 
Personal health 0.877 678 

SOURCE U.S. Depanment of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education 
Lowitudinal Study of 1 (NELS:88), "Base Yew Student and Teacher surveys. 
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TaNe 40Data for table 4.4
Standard emus for the average mathematics and science achievement test woes of 1988 imblic
school eighth graders in tektite to teachers' education, and teaching experience

S.E. Unwt. N
SiglIELSCCEZ

S.E. Unwt. N

Total 0.237 8797 0.270 8361

Ifighest degree earned
BA. 0.311 4792 0.363 4449
Post Graduaft 0.331 3948 0.372 3813
No Degree * * * *

BA subject
Mikicsed in subject taught 0.334 3807 0.307 4111

Minored in subject taught 0.419 2352 0.489 1964

Majored in educationt 0.488 1557 0.685 1232

Msjored in other subjectt 0.622 1031 0.926 1054

Number of years teachirt
1 to 3 0.579 918 0.598 990
4109 0.486 1627 0.424 1664
10 or more 0.370 5476 0.450 5639

*Fewer than 50 students

tmachess fell into this category if mathematics teachers did not minor in mathanatics ars1 science teachers
did not minor in science.

SOURCE: US. Department of Mix:akin, National Center kw Education Statistics, National Echication
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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Table 41--Dtda fcg table 4.5
Standard emus far the average mathematts and science achievement test scores of 1988 public
school eighth guiders whose teachers teported mathemoics and science clams of different sires
and various allocations of class time

S.E. Unwt. N S .E. Unwt. N

Total

Class size

.237 .270

1 to 15 students .683 914 .751 448
16 to 25 .325 3938 .343 3707
26 ki 30 .384 2620 .366 2966
Mae than 30 .612 1189 .712 1011

Hours/week class meets
3 or Fewer .905 715 .931 721
Four .389 2668 .460 2594
Five .285 5115 327 4833
6 or More 1.388 108 ° 18

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National Education
Lcmgitudinal Study of 1988: "Base Year Stmient and Teacher" surveys.

Table 42--Data for table 4.6
Standard errors far the average achievement test scores of 1988 public school eighth graders whose
mathematics or science teaahess asigned different amounts of homework

hishranadcalma
S.E. Unwt N

Scitactiona
S.E. Unwt. N

Total 0.237 8797 0.270 18361

Hours of homework assigned per week
Less than 1 0.695 939 0.695 939
I to 2 0.306 5878 0.306 5878
3 to 4 0.641 985 0.641 985
Mon than 4 1.053 328 1.053 328

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Naticmal Educatim
Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.



Table 43Data for uthle 4.7
Standard emus for the average achievement ten scats of 1988 eighth gratis in different types of
schools

aildblalliltILSCM illit2112.112=1
S.E. Unwt. N S.E. Unvit. N

Total 0.217 10972 0.245 10575

Public 0.237 8797 0.270 8361
Catholk 0.627 1087 0320 1039
Private, religious 0.803 501 1.089 463
Private, non-religious 0.868 587 1.360 712

SOURCE: U.S. Depanment of Educaticm, National Center for Edwaion Statistics, National Education
Lorkgitudinal Study of 1 (NELS:88), "Base Year Student and Teacher" surveys.
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